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A. Executive Summary
Issue
The Committee Report for the FY 2001 DHHS Appropriation contained the following instruction
to the NIH:
"The conferees have been made aware of the public interest in securing an
appropriate return on the NIH investment in basic research. The conferees are also
aware of the mounting concern over the cost to patients of therapeutic drugs. By July,
2001, based on a list of such therapeutic drugs which are FDA approved, have
reached $500 million per year in sales in the United States, and have received NIH
funding, NIH will prepare a plan to ensure that taxpayers' interests are protected." (p.
142)
Process


A comprehensive cross-analysis of all 47 FDA-approved drugs meeting the $500M/year
threshold yielded four that have been developed in part with technologies from NIH
funding.



NIH reviewed studies that have examined the impact of federally supported biomedical
research and the return on investment that such research generates. For example, in May
2000, the U.S. Congressional Joint Economic Committee (JEC) issued The Benefits of
Medical Research and the Role of NIH, which states that the benefit of increased life
expectancy in the U.S. as a result of advances in health care creates annual net gains of
about $2.4 trillion (in 1992 dollars). The Committee concludes that, "if only 10 percent of
these increases in value ($240 billion) are the result of NIH-funded medical research, it
indicates a payoff of about 15 times the taxpayers' annual NIH investment of $16 billion".



NIH encountered difficulty in being able to cross-reference NIH grants and contracts that
gave rise to inventions with any patents or licenses covering the final product, as well as an
inability to identify other federal and/or non-federal sources of funds that contribute to an
inventive technology.



NIH contacted a number of sources to obtain information that may be useful in developing a
plan, including:
Council of Governmental Relations
Association of University Technology Managers
Biotechnology Industry Organization
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Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers Association
Companies with whom NIH has ongoing business relationships
Other federal agencies with active technology transfer programs


Feedback from Universities:
Revenues derived from licensing income and other equity are being used to defray the costs
of patenting, licensing and related legal and infrastructure expenses associated with
technology transfer.
If additional revenue is produced, it is used to fund new research programs, to support
biomedical science training, and to cover research expenses not provided under overhead
rates.
However, most university technology transfer programs have very few, if any, products in
the market. Given the investment in patent prosecution costs, operating expenses, and
revenue sharing with inventors as provided by law, many universities operate their
technology transfer programs at a net loss.
These organizations stress the fact that most of the technologies are very early stage and,
consequently, often have little licensing appeal. A relatively small number of technologies
provide most of the licensing income they receive, because very few products are true
"blockbusters".

NIH Plan


Modify existing policies to ensure that grantees and contractors report to the agency the
name, trademark or other appropriate identifiers of a therapeutic drug that embodies
technology funded by the NIH once it is FDA-approved and reaches the market.



Develop a web-based database that will identify the NIH grants or contracts that funded, in
whole or in part, the inventive research, the date of the first disclosure to the government,
the licensee, the date of the first commercial sale, and the product's commercial name.



Propose standardized language to simplify the reporting requirements for NIH funded
inventions, including an appropriate format for providing the information to NIH.



Include in the database any FDA-approved therapeutic drugs arising from technologies
developed by the intramural research program.



Identify a group that includes representatives from Government, academic and other
research entities, private industry, and other interested parties to establish a thoughtful
dialogue on the appropriate returns to the public.

B. Introduction
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) is composed of 27 Institutes and Centers whose collective
mission is to sponsor and conduct medical research and research training that leads to better health
for all Americans. In this manner, the NIH expands fundamental knowledge about the nature and
behavior of living systems; improves and develops new strategies for the diagnosis, treatment, and
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prevention of disease; reduces the burdens of disease and disability; and assures a continuing
cadre of outstanding scientists for future advances. In FY 2001, the NIH received $20.3 billion in
support of its mission. Of that amount, nearly 84 percent supports non-Federal researchers
working in universities, medical centers, hospitals, and research institutions throughout the
country and abroad (collectively referred to as extramural research), and about 10 percent is
allocated to in-house research laboratories located on the NIH campus and several off-campus
sites (referred to as intramural research).
The Committee Report for the FY 2001 DHHS Appropriation contained the following instruction
to the NIH:
"The conferees have been made aware of the public interest in securing an
appropriate return on the NIH investment in basic research. The conferees are also
aware of the mounting concern over the cost to patients of therapeutic drugs. By July,
2001, based on a list of such therapeutic drugs which are FDA approved, have
reached $500 million per year in sales in the United States, and have received NIH
funding, NIH will prepare a plan to ensure that taxpayers' interests are protected." (p.
142)
C. Background
1. Commercialization of Government Owned and Government Funded Technologies
In 1980, in response to concerns about U.S. competitiveness in the global economy,
Congress enacted two laws that encourage government owned and government
funded research laboratories to pursue commercialization of the results of their
research. These laws are known as the Stevenson-Wydler Act and the Bayh-Dole Act.
Their goal is to promote economic development, enhance U.S. competitiveness, and
benefit the public by encouraging the commercialization of technologies that would
otherwise not be developed into products due to lack of incentives.
P.L. 96-480, the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 established
the basic federal technology policies. This legislation enables NIH and other federal
agencies to execute license agreements with commercial entities that promote the
development of technologies discovered by government scientists. The Act also
provides a financial return to the public in the form of royalty payments and related
fees. In 1986, the directives of this Act were augmented by its amendment, the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA), which authorizes federal agencies
to enter into cooperative research and development agreements (CRADA) with nonfederal partners to conduct research.
The Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (P.L. 96-517), known as the BayhDole Act, was designed to address the barriers to development and promote the
necessary synergy to advance federally funded inventions toward commercialization.
The Bayh-Dole Act was enacted to allow federal agencies to secure patent rights and
convey them to commercial entities through licensing, thereby promoting the transfer
of federally funded technologies to the public and enhancing economic development.
A key provision of the Act is that it provides grantees and contractors, both for-profit
and not-for-profit, the authority to retain title to government-funded inventions, and
charges them with the responsibility to use the patent system to promote utilization,
commercialization, and public availability of inventions.
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If the grantee or contractor institution declines title or elects not to pursue practical
application of the technology, the federal agency can elect or decline title to the
invention. By law, the funding agency retains residual interest in grant- and contractsupported inventions, such as a royalty-free, paid-up license to use the technology for
government purposes. This right does not extend to a licensee's final commercial
product, nor does it extend to proprietary information or trade secrets that belong to
another party and may be incorporated in the final product.
2. The Process under Bayh-Dole
Recipients of NIH research funds, the NIH, and industry have now had twenty years'
experience in technology transfer under Bayh-Dole. To accomplish the transfer of
technology, NIH and NIH-funded recipients typically seek patent protection for
inventions arising out of this basic research and license the rights to private entities to
promote commercialization. Thus, private entities interested in practicing an
invention in which they have no ownership may obtain rights to use and
commercialize the invention by entering into a licensing agreement with the patent
owner.
A license is a contract with binding commitments on each party, usually involving
compensation (i.e. royalties, milestone payments, etc.). A license does not grant title,
or ownership, to the invention. A license can be exclusive, when only one party is
permitted to use or commercialize the technology; co-exclusive, when a limited
number of parties have rights to use or commercialize the technology; or, nonexclusive, when more than one party is allowed to use or commercialize such rights.
a. Extramural Technology Transfer
Federally funded extramural laboratories establish their own licensing
procedures and policies and obtain revenues from patent licensing
agreements with industrial developers1. Universities also establish their
own policies, in compliance with federal statute (Bayh-Dole and its
regulations), for the distribution and use of proceeds from academic
license agreements. Typically, revenues are allocated to inventors as a
reward or incentive, and to laboratories, departments, and schools to
support the research mission; however, the amounts provided to each are
variable and subject to institutional policies.
Some measure of the financial returns associated with the Bayh-Dole Act
may be gleaned from data that the Association of University Technology
Managers (AUTM) has collected from its constituency for the past nine
years. The latest available survey (FY1999) elicited responses from 190
U.S. and Canadian universities, teaching hospitals, research institutes and
patent commercialization companies. The AUTM institutions that
responded to the survey received 71 percent of NIH extramural dollars in
FY 1999 (Appendix 1).
The survey includes information on patents and licenses in the fields of
healthcare products, software programs, physics, copyrights and
agricultural products as well as research reagents and tools used by
industry and academia for various research, development and
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commercial purposes. However, it does not separate biomedical
technologies from the whole, nor does it separate income from federally
funded projects from other sources of support; therefore, it is possible to
draw only general conclusions from it. Further, this annual survey is
designed to examine how basic academic discovery drives economic
development, as intended by Bayh-Dole, but is not designed with the
intent of exploring the issue of financial return on research investment.
As noted in the AUTM survey, in FY 1999 the gross income received
from all active licenses and options held by U.S. universities, hospitals,
research institutes and other entities amounted to $935 million. Of this
income, 83 percent was earned on royalties from product sales, and the
remainder consisted of cashed-in equity, milestone payments, and other
fees. The survey also reports a total sponsored research activity of $25.7
billion in FY 1999, $16.3 billion of which was federal support2. If return
on investment is presumed to be proportional, the AUTM data suggest a
direct gross cash return on its federally funded research of approximately
5.5 percent annually. However, the AUTM survey collects very little data
on the costs of the respondents' technology transfer programs. Therefore,
it is not possible to determine from this information whether there is a
"net profit" to the institution from technology transfer.
As a part of this report, NIH asked the Council on Governmental
Relations (COGR), the AUTM, the Association of American Universities
(AAU) and the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) to
provide information from their members on their use of royalty income.
University officials consistently reported that the revenues derived from
licensing income and other equity are being used to defray the costs of
patenting, licensing and related legal and infrastructure expenses
associated with technology transfer. In addition, according to COGR, net
revenue is shared between the inventor and the university, and the
inventors' share is in the range, on average, of 30-35 percent of net
income received.
If additional revenue is produced, it is used to fund new research programs, to support
biomedical science training, and to cover research expenses not provided under
capped overhead rates. However, most university technology transfer programs have
very few, if any, products in the market. Given the investment in patent prosecution
costs, operating expenses, and revenue sharing with inventors as provided by law,
many universities operate their technology transfer programs at a net loss. These
organizations stress the fact that very few products are true "blockbusters," and that a
relatively small number of technologies provide most of the licensing income they
receive, since most of the technologies are very early stage and, consequently, often
have little licensing appeal (see Appendix 2).
NIH does not have jurisdiction over the extramural technology transfer
programs of academic institutions that use federal funds for inventive
research. Indeed, the provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act do not give the
funding agencies, including NIH, title to grants- and contracts-supported
research discoveries, nor does it authorize the funding agency to dictate
licensing and/or commercialization terms for these technologies.
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b. Intramural Technology Transfer
As dictated by law, and under regulations from the Department of
Commerce, NIH and other federal agencies carry out their technology
transfer mandate by retaining title to the inventions developed internally
by federal laboratories and licensing these inventions to ensure
utilization, commercialization and public availability. As is the case with
licensing programs in the extramural community, these technologies are
negotiated on a case-by-case basis and in a manner consistent with rates
and practices in private industry. For more details on NIH patenting and
licensing policies and strategy, please see Appendix 3.
In FY2000, the NIH technology transfer program generated $52 million
from its intramural licensing activity; in the past five years, license
revenues have totaled approximately $200 million. In a 1999 study
conducted by the General Accounting Office (GAO), NIH accounted for
95.1% of the royalty revenue received by the six agencies examined
between 1996 and 1998, and was the most active program among the six.
NIH distributes the royalty income in accordance with federal law and
NIH policy. By law, federal inventors must receive the first $2,000 of
income received by the agency and at least 15 percent thereafter, up to a
maximum of $150,000 per year in royalties from all licensed
technologies in which they are inventors. The NIH formula modifies the
amount of sharing to modestly increase the inventors' share, by providing
them with 25% of the income after $50,000 in royalties is attained, up to
the statutory maximum. In FY 2000 the inventors of NIH intramural
technologies received, as a group, 13.5 percent of total NIH royalty
revenue, and 28 NIH inventors currently receive the maximum $150,000
annual royalty.
The income remaining after the inventors' share goes to the Institute or
Center within NIH in which the technology was developed. As provided
by law, the funds are used for the following purposes:












to reward scientific, engineering, and technical employees of the
laboratory;
to further scientific exchange among the laboratories of the
agency;
to educate and train employees consistent with the research and
development missions and objectives of the agency or laboratory,
to support other activities that increase the potential for transfer of
the technology of the laboratories of the agency;
to pay expenses incidental to the administration and licensing of
intellectual property by the agency or laboratory with respect to
inventions made at the laboratory, including the fees or other costs
for the services of other agencies, persons, or organizations for
intellectual property management and licensing services; or
to support scientific research and development consistent with the
research and development missions and objectives of the
laboratory.
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3. The Nature of Federally Funded Technology
The role of federally funded basic discovery and a fair rate of return on
this investment must also be considered in the context of what occurs
following the initial invention. In their paper Proofs and Prototypes for
Sale: The Tale of University Licensing, Jensen and Thursby analyzed 62
of the top 135 U.S. universities to determine the impact of Bayh-Dole on
the commercial application and diffusion of inventions from federally
funded research. They found that most inventions came from research in
the schools of science, engineering, medicine and nursing. They reported
that research leading to 63 percent of all inventions was federally funded,
while 17 percent was sponsored by industry and 18 percent was not
sponsored. Of all inventions disclosed within these universities, fewer
than half of the inventions were licensed. In what the authors of the study
consider their most remarkable finding, they determined that over 75
percent of licensed inventions were no more than a proof of concept3.
Consequently, these inventions represented an extremely high-risk
venture for those companies that did seek to develop the technologies.
Jensen and Thursby further describe the difficulty of finding willing
developers of such early stage technology. During the reporting period of
the survey, an average of 1178 licenses were executed annually. Only 22
percent of executed licenses had multiple bidders4. In addition, the top
five inventions licensed in each university accounted for 78 percent of
gross license revenue, demonstrating the high risk and variable
commercial outcome of such early stage technologies.
4. The Road to Innovation
To determine the return on investment, it is critical to ascertain costs
associated with the basic research and development that gave rise to a
particular technology. However, the path that research takes is
determined by the results of series of experiments, and the best science
can veer dramatically from the plan. Therefore, the factors that make
scientifically curious minds appropriately alter research plans also make
determining a starting point for assigning costs to a particular technology
difficult.
An inventive technology is most likely one piece of a very large research
project; and, it may be tangential to the main focus as well. For example,
technical obstacles are common impediments in biomedical research;
they frustrate, but they also inspire. Overcoming the obstacle may lead an
investigator to develop an alternative technology, which may or may not
be a distinct piece of research. Rather, it may be a necessary sidestep
within the larger project, and the costs of development are, for the most
part, very difficult to isolate.
In addition, biomedical laboratories generally conduct their research with
multiple complementary goals. Within an overarching research mission,
a laboratory is typically divided into separate units, each of which is
responsible for conducting research on a particular piece of a broad
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hypothesis, and each of which receives a variable piece of the laboratory
budget as progress warrants. Some projects are designed to develop
fundamental data or techniques that are necessary for a particular line of
investigation; these techniques can be, and often are, useful for a number
of unrelated studies.
Attempting to determine the costs of biomedical discovery is also
complicated by the fact that new research almost always builds upon the
work of predecessor scientists. Determining what part of a preceding
budget or what part of a multi-purpose technique contributes to an
inventive technology is, at best, extremely difficult, if not impossible.
5. Return on Investment
The question of the taxpayers' return on investment in biomedical
research was debated in 1980 in consideration of the Bayh-Dole Act. At
that time, concerns that the proposed legislation would permit private
industry to profit from the taxpayers' investment in basic discovery led to
proposals to recover the federal investment in basic research from any
profits. Until shortly before its passage, the Bayh-Dole Act contained
language to recoup the federal investment for federally funded
technologies that reach commercialization. The proposed language
included a formula for the repayment process. The Government would
receive 15 percent of income over $70,000 gross income after a patent
application was filed and up to an additional 5 percent if the gross
income exceeded $1 million, up to the amount of government
contributions under the funding agreement, pegged to the Consumer
Price Index.
The Bayh-Dole Act was passed after Conferees made two changes in the
language, in response to concerns that the process for determining
repayment was threatening to cause an impasse in deliberations. First,
several attempts to develop a mechanism for collecting repayment funds
failed because there was no agreement on whether the funds would be
returned to the agencies or to general revenue, or how the collection and
auditing functions would be conducted. There were also fears that the
costs of the infrastructure required to administer such a program would
exceed the amounts collected.
To obtain passage of the legislation, members of Congress agreed that
recoupment provisions would be dropped. However, due to concerns of
some members of Congress that large companies would benefit from
public dollars without a return to the taxpayer, large companies were
removed from eligibility in the final bill. With these changes, the bill was
passed and the Act today remains applicable to universities, nonprofit
organizations and small businesses. In 1983, by Presidential
Memorandum, President Ronald Reagan extended the implementation to
large companies. And, in 1987, implementation of the Act was extended
to these companies as part of an Executive Order issued by President
Reagan.
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6. The NIH "Reasonable Pricing" Clause Experience
In the years following passage of Bayh-Dole, members of Congress
continued to express concerns about an appropriate monetary return for
taxpayers' investment in biomedical research. In response to those
concerns, in 1989 the NIH adopted a policy stating that there should be
"a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a licensed product, the
public investment in that product, and the health and safety needs of the
public." It was applied in Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) negotiations between NIH intramural laboratories
and potential private collaborative partners interested in engaging in
collaborative research. The "reasonable pricing" clause was required in
exclusive licenses to inventions made under NIH CRADAs. Shortly after
the policy of "reasonable pricing" was introduced, industry objected to it,
considering it a form of price control. Many companies withdrew from
any further interaction with NIH because of this stipulation.
Both NIH and its industry counterparts came to the realization that this
policy had the effect of posing a barrier to expanded research
relationships and, therefore, was contrary to the Bayh-Dole Act. To study
the impasse caused by "reasonable pricing," the NIH convened panels
that included scientists and administrators in Government, industry,
academia, and patient advocacy groups to review the policy. In exploring
the matter, the panels considered two key questions:


First, what kind of return on the public investment is appropriate?
The panels agreed on the following hierarchy, from most-to-least
important: fostering scientific discoveries; rapid transfer of
discoveries to the bedside; accessibility of resulting products to
patients; and royalties.



Second, how much return on investment is appropriate?
The panels acknowledged the importance of monetary return in the
form of licensing and license execution fees, royalties, and
recovery of patent prosecution expenses, but concluded that the
question of royalties and monitoring returns is less important than
the issue of expeditious new product development and accessibility
of the products to those who need them.
The panels' evaluation of the issue supported the view that the
intangible benefits of rapid development of technologies as
effective therapeutics, and the assurance of access to those
products for all who need them, are so significant that they
override monetary return considerations5.
The panels concluded that the policy did not serve the best
interests of technology development and recommended to the
Director, NIH, that the language be rescinded. The Director, NIH,
accepted the recommendation, and the policy was revoked in 1995.
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The consequences of NIH's "reasonable pricing clause" policy can
be seen in the relatively flat growth rate of CRADAs that occurred
between 1990 and 1994, and the subsequent rebound in CRADAs
following revocation of the policy (see Appendix 4).
7. Additional Studies Considering the Return on Investment
Several groups have recently revisited the issue of federally
supported research and its value. For instance, the National
Science Foundation estimates that the rate of return on the
Government's investment for basic research can be as high
as 40 percent when all the numbers are totaled, including
taxes generated from product development6.
In May 2000, the U.S. Congressional Joint Economic
Committee (JEC) issued The Benefits of Medical Research
and the Role of NIH, which examined the role of federal
funding for medical research and the benefits that derive
from that research. The Committee report states that,
although the rate of return on publicly funded research is
difficult to quantify, the benefit of increased life expectancy
in the U.S. as a result of advances in health care creates
annual net gains of about $2.4 trillion (using 1992 dollars).
The Committee concluded, "if only 10 percent of these
increases in value ($240 billion) are the result of NIHfunded medical research, it indicates a payoff of about 15
times the taxpayers' annual NIH investment of $16 billion"7.
The JEC report also cites estimates that have been made in
econometric studies that place the economy-wide rate of
return on publicly funded research on the order of 25 to 40
percent a year. Development of biomedical discoveries also
contributes to the national economy by providing
therapeutics that reduce what the JEC termed "the economic
costs of illness." This includes lost wages due to morbidity
and mortality, expenditures associated with health care and
treatment of disease, and the intangible costs of pain and
suffering caused by disease. The JEC calculated that these
costs amount to approximately $3 trillion annually, far
exceeding the taxpayers' investment.
The Mary Woodward Lasker Charitable Trust's initiative
called "Funding First," commissioned nine distinguished
economists to conduct a comprehensive examination of the
true economic value of our national investment in medical
research. The report, Exceptional Returns: The Economic
Value of America's Investment in Medical Research,
published in May 2000, concluded that the likely returns
from medical research are so extraordinarily high that the
payoff from any plausible "portfolio" of investments in
research would be enormous. For example, the reductions in
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mortality from cardiovascular disease alone averaged $1.5
trillion annually during the period 1970-1990. If just onethird of this gain is a result of medical research, the return on
investment averaged $500 billion. As the report notes:
"That's on the order of 20 times as large as average annual
spending on medical research — by any benchmark an
astonishing return for the investment8."
The conclusions of these and other studies on the issue of
return on investment are consistent and comparable in that
they assert that there are both monetary and intangible
benefits of remarkable value that are gained from federally
funded biomedical research9.
D. Methodology, Findings and Discussion
As noted in the Introduction, in FY 2001 Congress asked the NIH to assess appropriate return to
the taxpayers when a therapeutic drug, developed from technology funded by NIH, reached
annual product sales of $500 million per year, making it a "blockbuster" drug.
To address Congress' request, the NIH analysis focused on patent rights, since it is only through
such rights that a financial interest can be established for a product. NIH determined which
therapeutic drugs currently on the market met the Congressionally established criteria. NIH also
studied the process by which technologies reach the market. To augment its analysis, NIH
reviewed other studies that have examined one or more aspects of the impact of federally
supported biomedical research and the return on investment that such research generates.
NIH also held discussions with a number of leaders in the academic, not-for-profit and
government sectors, as well as representatives of for-profit entities to explore all of the issues
relevant to developing a plan to ensure that taxpayers' interests are protected (see Appendix 5).
There is no existing database that captures all the elements required for this analysis; therefore,
NIH undertook an exhaustive compilation of data from a number of individual sources of
information, and then conducted a cross-analysis to obtain a list that meets the specifications in
the Congressional instruction. NIH reviewed information in the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations List (known as the
Orange Book). This list identifies drug products approved on the basis of safety and effectiveness
by FDA under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and provides a list of patents that cover
the approved product. The patent history of each drug was examined using the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) computerized data bank. This search was used to determine if NIH,
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) or the Public Health Service (PHS) held
rights in or was designated as having an interest on the patents. Finally, the NIH queried the
Edison database. Edison is a NIH-developed interactive system, through which grantee and
contractor organizations report information on inventions developed with NIH funding, as
required by the Bayh-Dole Act (see Appendix 6).
Analysis of the pharmaceutical company sales data for 1999 (the latest date for which data are
available) yielded a total of 47 FDA- approved drugs that met the $500 million/year threshold (see
Appendix 7). For each drug listed, NIH sought to determine whether the agency, directly, or
through a grantee or contractor, held any patent rights to the drugs.
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From the comprehensive cross-analysis of all 47 drugs, it was determined that NIH has
Government use or ownership rights to patented technologies used in the development of four of
those drugs. Those four are Taxol®, Epogen®, Procrit®, and Neupogen®.
Epogen® and Procrit® are based on different uses of a patented process technology developed at
Columbia University with support from NIH grants. Columbia licensed their technology to
Amgen for Epogen® and to Johnson & Johnson for Procrit® .
Neupogen® is manufactured by Amgen using patented technologies for a process and a
composition licensed from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC). These
technologies were developed with NIH grant support.
Taxol® is manufactured by Bristol Myers Squibb (BMS) using a patented process technology
developed by Florida State University (FSU) with NIH grant funds. In addition, the NIH has
rights to an underlying technology arising from a NIH CRADA collaboration with BMS. The NIH
has received from BMS tens of millions of dollars in royalties from FY1997 to FY2000 under the
license to the NIH technology.
1. Analysis
As mentioned in the Background section, discussions on the appropriate return on the
taxpayers' investment have been part of public policy deliberations for many years.
Macroeconomics studies addressing this issue have been conducted repeatedly over
the past thirty years and clearly show the direct and positive impact of public funding
for health-related basic research and the wisdom of such investment of taxpayers'
funds for public benefit. These studies, however, have generally focused on the
broader impact of such research on quality of life, improvement of health and
economic competitiveness.
It is important to note that while NIH's federally funded research has contributed in a
substantial, dramatic, yet general, way to advances in medicine and biology, the direct
contributions to a final therapeutic product as a consequence of the Bayh-Dole
process is limited and difficult to determine. This is due to many factors.
First, the technologies developed in basic research laboratories are nascent, requiring
extensive further development.
Second, not all technologies arising from NIH funded research lead to therapeutic
drugs; indeed, new chemical entities that could lead to therapeutic products are hard
to discover, as pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies can attest.
Third, the likelihood that a compound will reach the market is very low. Consider the
following statistics: for one drug to be approved by the FDA, a company typically
needs to screen between 5,000 and 10,000 compounds. Of these, an average of 250
compounds survive pre-clinical testing, only five compounds are approved for
clinical testing, and only one succeeds in obtaining FDA approval10.
Fourth, development and production of a FDA-approved therapeutic drug occurs, on
average, eight to twelve years after a license is signed, and a license offers no
guarantee that a product will ever reach the market. Given this lag time, most
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investigators and universities are unaware when licensing milestones are reached
unless they have a very active license-monitoring program or until they receive
royalty payments pursuant to the license agreements.
NIH also found that the actual financial return to grantees and contractors was
relatively low. Indeed, while universities and industry stressed that the current system
under Bayh-Dole has been highly successful and a model now emulated by the world,
they cautioned that the great majority of these patents do not generate significant
revenues or even sufficient revenues to compensate the patenting expenses (see
Appendices 2, 8, 9, and 10). The university and industrial communities clearly noted
that the current system of innovation under Bayh-Dole has achieved its goal and
promoted utilization of technologies for public benefit that otherwise would lie
fallow. It was further noted that recoupment strategies, while well intentioned, would
have a chilling effect on the technology transfer process and fail to address the key
concern of access to therapeutic drugs. These constituencies expressed deep concern
that changes in the system would be counter to the Bayh-Dole Act and would
destabilize a successful balance between public and private needs for innovation and
development.
NIH explored the notion of possible royalty redirection for "blockbuster" drugs under
licenses arising from the Bayh-Dole Act. This suggestion was met with strong
resistance from the academic community because it was perceived as a tax that
would, at best, have no net effect on the price of a therapeutic drug and, at worst,
increase its cost. Further, it was argued that such redirection of royalties would
undermine the research enterprise, drain funds for academic development, and
discourage faculty members from embarking in the technology transfer process.
Moreover, there is concern that any movement to extract a direct financial return for
the investment would dampen, if not destroy, industry's willingness to establish
agreements with academic institutions, as was the case when NIH imposed the
reasonable pricing clause in its CRADAs.
The university community gives strong support for broad access to prescription drugs
and health care services at reasonable rates. However, the universities noted that
neither NIH nor universities have a role in drug pricing.
NIH is aware that in the future other potential "blockbuster" drugs may result from
Bayh-Dole related activities and, therefore, keenly appreciates the importance of
thoughtful analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of potential models of return
on investment, and the importance of a continued dialogue on this matter. However, it
should be noted that even if these strategies were to be considered appropriate, NIH
has no authority to impose such measures.
It has taken two decades since the enactment of Bayh-Dole for federally funded
institutions to develop a royalty stream, and NIH realizes that future events may
change the situation that exists today. This dynamic environment makes it even more
important to be able to track how the link from invention to patent to license to
royalty develops, and to be able to examine these links at a later date. It is also clear
from our current efforts that such information is not readily accessible at the present
time.
For example, analysis of the 47 therapeutic drugs that have reached annual sales in
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the U.S. of $500 million, and determination of which of these had intellectual
property that ties back to federal funding, was particularly difficult. This is due to the
fact that implementing regulations of the Bayh-Dole Act do not require that
investigators provide such information to the funding agency, and it is generally not
provided. As a result, tracking down the "pedigree" of these drugs had to be done
manually and on a case-by-case basis.
From a more practical and direct perspective, NIH found that a key obstacle to
systematic analysis on this matter is the lack of solid and consistent data on which to
base the discussion. This lack of information has also been identified by members of
the public, and specifically addressed in the letter from the Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America (see Appendix 10).
E. The Plan
It is clear that information relating to inventive discoveries and their commercial
development is reported neither systematically nor consistently. Currently, significant
information is not required by the implementing regulations under Bayh-Dole. As a
result, it is not possible to cross-reference NIH grants and contracts that funded
inventions with any patents or licenses embodied in the final product. Nor is it
possible to identify other federal and/or non-federal sources of funds that contribute
to an inventive technology. To address this deficiency, NIH will:
First, modify its existing extramural policy manuals to ensure that
grantees and contractors report to the agency the name, trademark or
other appropriate identifiers of a therapeutic drug that embodies
technology funded by the NIH once it is FDA-approved and reaches the
market;
Second, make this information available to the public in a web-based
database. The database will identify the NIH grants or contracts that
funded, in whole or in part, the inventive research, the date of the first
disclosure to the government, the licensee and the product's commercial
name;
Third, develop standardized language to simplify the reporting
requirements. This language will include an appropriate format for
providing the information to NIH; and,
Fourth, comply with these same requirements so that all FDA-approved
therapeutic drugs developed in the NIH intramural program will also be
listed in the publicly accessible database.
The availability of these data will make the research discovery and development
process transparent; as a result, it will permit the tracking of a drug's technological
pedigree and serve as a resource for the public.
Additionally, the NIH recognizes the need for continued dialogue on this important
matter. To do so, it is necessary to identify a group of stakeholders, with
representation from Government, academic and research entities, private industry,
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and other appropriate interested parties, which would participate in a thoughtful and
constructive discussion on the appropriate returns to the public. It is envisioned that
the data collected under this Plan, and the information gathered from the broader
stakeholder discussion, will aid in the evaluation of the costs and benefits of
technology transfer to the taxpayers and inform future decisions by NIH on policies
and practice.
F. Conclusion
On the basis the information gathered for this report, NIH believes that its stewardship of the
federal resources that support biomedical research has protected the taxpayers' interests. NIH and
its recipient institutions apply the provisions of Bayh-Dole to best advantage in seeking the
optimal return on investment in terms of public health benefit.
NIH also concludes that contravening the provisions of Bayh-Dole may have a deleterious effect
on biotechnology development. Current practices in technology transfer have yielded a dramatic
return to the taxpayer through the discovery of new technologies that extend life and improve the
quality of life and through the development of products that, without the successful public-private
relationship, might not be available. The transfer of federally funded technology has also resulted
in financial returns from licensing activity, and such funds are used to buttress the biomedical
research enterprise that has made the U.S. the world leader in this field.
Requiring direct financial recoupment of the federal investment in biomedical research can
potentially impede the development of promising technologies by causing industry to be unwilling
to license federally funded technologies. The "reasonable pricing" provisions that NIH once
required in all CRADA and exclusive license negotiations did just that. Of even greater concern
should be the potential that the economic disincentives of recoupment will make it expedient for
industry to move research outside the federal milieu. Such action would diminish the strides made
under the Bayh-Dole Act and have the unintended consequence of removing the research from
federal oversight, a particular concern when the research involves lines of investigation that are
especially critical or sensitive.
It is impossible to overstate the achievements or the global macroeconomic impact of U.S.
taxpayer-supported biomedical research. Federally funded biomedical research, aided by the
economic incentives of Bayh-Dole, has created the scientific capital of knowledge that fuels
medical and biotechnology development. American taxpayers, whose lives have been improved
and extended, have been the beneficiaries of the remarkable medical advances that have come
from this enterprise.
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A-2

COUNCIL ON GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
1200 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 320, W~tshington, D.C. 20005

(202) 289-6655/(202) 289-6698 (FAX)
June 5, 2001

Dr. Wendy.Baldwin
Deputy Director

Extramura.l Research
NationallnstiMes ofHealth

Building 1, Room 114
9000 Rockville Pike

Bethesda. Maryland 208.92
Dear Dr. Baldwin:
As you requested, we asked COGR member WJlversities that receive substantial funding
from IDIS for infonnation about their use of royalty returns from intellectual property. The
results c:ollf1rn1 that relatively few universities derive substantial revenues from royalty

returns. They also confirm that universities are reinvesting their share of royalty returns for a
v.ide variety of' research and educational pwposes, in furtherance of the objectives of the .
Bayh·D!lle Act,
Key ;points are swnmarized below, followed by more detailed discussion of the information

and data that we ~cceived.'
Summary

•

Institutions reported a wide variety of uses of royalty income. Most frequent uses
included research 8J1d educational expenses of graduate· students, ston·up research
costs for new or junior faculty, seed money for innovative new projects or initiatives,
computer equipment and laboratory fEic:ilities renovation.

• A Iijirriber ~if universities repoited special uses Of royBlty income inCluding a summer
~1rogram for female undergraduate students interested in science careen; a technical
assistance program providing high teclmology urban planning and architectural
visualization services to inner city communities b11sed o-n the agricultural extenslon
service model; and a new laboratory building to support the denumda of 21 11 century
medical research.
'
•

All the institutions shnred royalty revenues received with the ioventor(s), consistent
with Bayh-Dole Act reqWrements. Most institutions also distributed a percentage of
~oyalties to the inventor's department and/or research laboratory.

•

For all the universitles1 the percentage of income received from royalties was small as
compared to their total federal funding or total sponsored research expenditures. For

Dr. Baldwin
Page 2
June 5, 2001

at least half of the Wliversitie:s that responded to us, revenues from royalties were low

by almost any standard of comparison. For one university, the overall costs of
operating its technology management office greatly exceeded its gross royalty
revenues. Other responses noted that many universities operate their technology
transfer programs at a loss.
•

University use of royalty returns is complex and diverse. However, our responses
confirm that unlversities are reinvesting these funds for broad research, education,
and associated infrastructure purposes, az contemplated by the Bayh-Dole Act.

We asked COGR member universities for information about the formula used by the university
for royalty distribution. the annual university share of royalty income, the We.li ofroyalty income
by the uoiversity, and any special programs or projects funded by royalty revenues, We received
responses from 23 of the top 25 HHS-fuoded institutions {as identified in the NSF federal
funding data for FY99).
It is important to note that these 23 universities do not correspond to the top group of institutions
in terms of income received from licensing of intellectual property. In fact, according to the
annual licensing survey of the Association of University Technology Managers, Inc. (AUTM),
some of them are in the "second 50" in tenns of license income received. 'While some of the
universities that responded to us rank very high in the AUTM survey, the overall sample is not
biased in terms of the top royalty receiving institutions.
Also of significance is that neither our information nor the AUTM data identifY royalty income
specifically from drug-related inventions. A substantial amount of the royalties reeeivcd by the
institutions that responded to us may be related to inventions in fields of science and engineering
other than the biomedical areas supported by Nlli. While W'liversities track and report
spo!Ulotship of inventions in accordanct with federal requirements, they are not required to
separately identifY royalty.-income.by individual -spansor, nor is such·data· reported to AUTM. ·
The responses we received with regud to distribution of royalty income by the universities and
the use(s) made oftltis income are summari2ed below.

Distribution FW111.u1a
1. All 23 institutions reported that they employed a distribution fonnula for sharing ofthe
revenues received, con5istent with Bayh-Dole Act requirements, The formula varied
among the institutions, and in some cases was based on a sliding scale depending on the

level of income received. However, in all cases, royalties received from fCderally
supported inventions were shared between the inventor{s) and the institution. as required
by Bayh-Dole. In most cases, a deduction was made from gross revenues to reimbu::rse~
the university's technology transfer function for direct legal expenses incurred in .
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patenting or licensing the subject invention. Net revenue then was. shared between the
inventor and the university, '.\oith the university's share reinvested for support of research
and Education.
2.

Most, but not all of the institutions provided us with the specific percentage share paid to
the inventor. Most typically, the inventor's share was in the 30-35% range ofnet income
received.

3. The remaining balance of net income was apportioned to the instit~,~.tion. These revenues
were redistributed for research and education purposes and for expenses associated with
the university's administration of inventions, consistent with the Eayh~Dole &Uidelines.
Most institution formulas pro"Yided for distribution of a percentage to. the inventor's
department and/or research laboratory, and a percentage share to the university. In some
cases, the university ultimately returned all or most of its share to the inventor's 5chool,
department or laboratory. Some public institutions redlstributed a portion of their share
to other campuses included in the state university system for research and education
purposes. Finally, some institutions allocated a share for administration of the invention
or technology management function. Practices varied, v.rith some institutions deducting a
portion of gross revenues for this purpose while others allocated a percentnge of net
Universitr Share ofRoyalty Income
All 23 institutions provided us with data as to royalty income received. B'owever, the data
was not provided to us in uniform categories. Some institutions provided us gross revenues
only, requiring us to estimate the unlversity share based on the distribution formula used by
the institution.

We compared the information provided us with the data reported in the annual AUTM
licensing survey. The comparisons presented some dlfficulties. Nevertheless, in most cases
we were able to reconcile the numbers reported to us 'With the AUTM data reasonably well.
We focused on FY99, since that is the most recent year for which comparable AUTM data
are available. It also is the most recent year reported by NSF in its federal funding survey.
(It should be noted that the government fiscal year reported by NSF differs from most
unlvenity fiscal years as reponed to us and reflected in the AUTM data). We estimated the
total aggregate unlversity share of royalty income received, with pa)ments to inventors and
direct legal expenses subtracted; we also subtracted expenses for the administration of the
invention or technology management function where paid from gross revenues and not
1 The AUTM surv~y reports SJ"03S license income received, broken down Into several different categoric~ (rLlnnlng
IVYilties, 'll.!llled-ln equity, and otller type~). AUTM do~ not report the dlsl!ibution of royalty income. In some
cases the distributions reported to us by the institutions exceeded the gross income reported to AUTM du~ to
differences fn reporting periods [t.e. in5titutions may dism'bute ln one year income reported to ATJTM in a previous
year). To fully understand then differen~es WQuld require much funhct analysis nnd complllisons of11Qpcgalc data
over time, which wa~ beyond the scope of this effort.
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allocated as part of the "university share." We estimate that for the 23 reporting institutions,
the FY99 aggregate university share was $208,450,000. For the 23 institutions, this averages
to a little over $9,000,000 per institution. However, only 6 of i:lle 23 reported university
revenue in excess of $9,000,000. H the royalties of these universities are subtracted, the total
royalties for the other. 17 universities drops to $54,732,000, with an average share of
$3,220,000.
We compared the revenues received by the 23 institutions with their total Federal obligations
for science and engineering reported in the NSF survey data for FY99. The total Federal
funding was $6,620,548,000. The university share of royalty revenue was approximately
3.1% of the total Federal funding. As another comparison, to:tal sponsored research
expenditures in .FY99 (AUTM survey data, which corresponds more ..closely to the
universities' fiscal years) for these institutions (less several campuses of the Uriiversity of
California, which is reported by AUTM at a consolidated system level) were $7,260,418,000,
The university royalty share was approximately 2.6% of total sponsored research
expenditures. These percentages would be even lower if the 6 institutions that received more
than $9M in royalties were excluded.
These data should be considerBd preliminary estimates in need of considerably more
refmement. However, they do suggest that for most universities, royalty income does not
represent a significant source of revenue in comparison with Federal funding or total
sponsored research expenditures. It is worth noting that even for the University of California
System, which in past years typically has led research universWes in terms of royalty income
generated by its technology transfer program, the royalty income is small as compared with
UC research expenditures. In fact, UC's royalty income is approximately 3% ofUC research
expenditures, which is comparable to the 2.6% of total sponsored research expenditures noted
above for the non-UC institutions.
At least half the universities in our sample do not appear to be deriving substantial revenues
from royalty income by almost any standard of comparison. For 10 of the institutions the
university share of royalty income in FY99 was below $3M; 2 were in the $3-4M range; and 2
more in the $4-SM range. In fact, one university indicated that the overall costs of operating
its technology management office and related legal expenses exceeded its gross revenues by a
factor of 3 in FY99. The University of California Sys[em in their response to us noted,
".,.although UC is fortunate to have a long established program that has enjoyed considerable
success in shepherding the conunercialization of many important technologies, at times many
of the UC campuses operate their technology transfer programs at a loss." The latter point
was reflected in other institution responses as well.
Where universities are deriving more substantial income from their share of royalties, that
success often tends to be associated v.-ith one particular invention. Also, there appear to b~:~
substantial annual fluctuations in income ree<:ived. We chose to present FY99 data for the
reasons indicated above. We also received data for FYOO from most of the institutions.
While some institutions reported considerably higher revenues in FYOO, for others the
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opposite was the c.e.se. One institution reported a court settlement in FYOO which quadrupled

its gross income from each of the previous two yeais. One-time occurrences of this sort can
result in very large perturbatioos in the numbers. For these and the other reasons indicated
above, this data needs to be approached with caution. Returns of royalties to Wliversities are
neither constant nor predictable.

Uses of Royalty Income
Institutions reponed a wide variety of uses of royalty income. At the department level these
uses tend to cluster in several areas. Those mentioned most frequently are graduate student
research-related expenses (e.g._ travel), start-up_ re~earch costs for new or.junior faculty,
computer equipment tmd laboratory facilities renovation. Other uses mentioned in more than
one response were guest speakers or visiting scholars, postdoctoral research expenses and
incentives for faculty retention.
No ittstitulion that responded to us appears to systematically track use of royalty returns at
the department or laboratory level. Thus we received no infonnation as to the amounts
associated with any particu1ar use. Institutions tend to track use of the university share to a
greater extent. However, in many cases a significant amoUJlt of the univ~:rsity share is
redistributed to the school or department level, so information as to the end use of such
revenues also is Jacking.
A number of institutions mentioned use of all or part ofthe university share of royalty returns
for intramural research competition. Ofien a special fund is established for this purpose.
These are refened to by a variety of names: "Royalty Research Fund," "Science
Development FW1d," "Univer5ity Enriclunent Fund," ''University Research Foundation or
Endo"'Mll.Cnt," "Research Incentive Fund," etc. They tend to be geared to support expenses
such as start-up costs for new science faculty, seed money for innovative new projects or
initiatives, and research expenses for graduate students and postdocs. A number of these
funds also provide for graduate fellowship support. With one exception, we did not receive a
specific accounting of thCse particular uses . .;.
University use of royalty returns clearly is complex and diverse. However, from the
responses we .received, there seems little doubt that universities are reinvesting these funds in
a broad variety of research and educational activities, as contemplated by Bayh-Dole.

1 The exception is !ht Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF), perhaps the longesc-~stabllsh=d oftbese

funds. WARF publishes annual reports that provide dc!alled infonnation on WARP cxpend!rures, both each ;year
IIDd over time. However, a substantial portion ofWARF distributions involve !lOll-royalty income (endoWf!l~nt,
etc.); the dlsttlbution of ooyalty income is not brokCJI down sep;uately.
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Special Uses

A number of institutions reported using royalty income for special programs or initiatives.
An example is a department at Vanderbilt University which used some of its royalty money
to help m1pport a piOifam called "Women in Science;" a swnmer .program for 4-S female
non~Vanderbilt undergraduate students interested in science careers, The students were
placed in university labs and mentored for the sununer, The royalty money helped to pay for
their housing on campus during this time sine(: few were able to come without some
assistant(:. Colwnbia University reported a nwnber of special uses of royalty income. These
include the Columbia Eu.rth Institute, which seeks to link Col1.1Dlbia's reseiU'Oh and
educatjQnal.actiyil,ies_tel~t.ting to th~_comp)¢~ sy_st.enl.$.of Earti;t I!Dd lhe 'LU'gent...n.e.cd for..human.
action desiiJled to maint!Un Earth's susta.inability, with the activities of like-minded
knowledge institutions outside the University; the Digital Media and Information Teclmology
program which comprises a range of activities designed to prepare Columbia to be a national
leader in the interactive future; and the Urban Technical Assistance Program, which provides
high-technology urban planning and architectural visualization setvices to neighborhood
communities in New York City modeled on the agricultural extension programs of the public
land·grant universities. Finally, Yale University has started construction of a new laboratory
building to support the demands of 21" century medical research, which has been ftnanced in
part by royalty income. The new building "Will furnish six floors of laboratories for disease
oriented research. as well as core research resources and teaching facilities, e.g. a transgenic
mouse facility capable of housing up to 74,000 mice, and a new MRI Center. Nine research
programs are slated to move into the new building.
Conclusions
There are many limitations to this data, as noted above. It also is important to reiterate that
universities are not required to track royalty revenues associated with specific research
sponsors. We did not re~eive any overall data on the share of royalty income associated
specifically with Nlli-funded inventions. One institution in our sample that has tracked NIH·
funded invention J'O)'alti.es is the University ofCalifomia.. In FY99 only 33% of the royalties
received by the University- of California were derived from inventions associated with NIH·
funded research. Our information otherwise does not indica~ what percentage of royalties
received by a university may be related to NIH support in biomedical areas. It:~ some cases
this may represent a substantial portion of revenues; in others the royalties may be more
related to information technology or inventions in other fields of science or cnglneering.l
The data also do not break out inventions related to support from federal vs. non-federal
sponsors.
Arone time AUTM did report the proportion ofroyalties paid for ~rife ~dentes" vs. "pll)'sicBl science~." For
universities th'~ life sc!enees pel'(;entllge was in the 80% rqe. However, the AUTM survey no longer breaks down
1\cmse income by 5~ientific disciplines, apparently at least in part because of difficulties experienced by Institutions
In breaking down income data this way. L!ccnsJni income iiSSodared with the llfe sciences of course is not

1

necessarily related to NTH funding, 1111d could arise fi'om invention~ funded 'toti!Hy or io part by lndumy sponsors.
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It ~so is important to recognize that inventions typically represent the culmination of
research conclu~;ted over many years, often with the support of multiple sponsors. The
primary mission of universities is knowledge, rather than product, creation. For these
reasons, it is inherently problematic to attempt to relate specific federal agency investme~:~ts
in university research to returns resulting from that investment in the form of royalties paid
on inventions that usually are developed many years later.
Despite !!he limitations, we believe our data represent reasonable estimates, and that further
refinements are unlikely to result in order of magnitude differences. Clearly some
universities do .much better than others in terms of royalty revenues. For these institutions in
_partic.ular ~-w~..bd.ieve..ow infonnation._contimls..tha.t ..thc...inccntives. pm..vided...b~ Bayh·Dole.
ar~ working in the manner intended. Universities are commercializing technology developed
with federal support and reinvesting the royalty returns in the research and education
enterprise. However, both our information and the AUTM data confirm that relatively few
universi6es are deriving substantial revenues from royalties, The information should help
dispel the notion of"windfall profits'' being reaped by most universities.
Please let us know if you have questions or 'WOuld like to discuss any of this information
furthe,.

Sincerely,

!.,._,..;.

!ta~--

9

Katharina Phillips
President
Cc: Dr. Maria Freire
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United States Public Health Service
Technology Transfer Manual
Chapter No. 200
PHS Patent Policy

A.

PURPOSE
This Manual Chapter sets forth policy for the initiation and prosecution of patents
on technologies developed in Public Health Service (PHS) laboratories.

B.

BACKGROUND
The primary mission of PHS research laboratories is to acquire new knowledge
through the conduct and support of biomedical research to improve the health of
the American people. In 1986, Federal laboratories, including PHS research
laboratories at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Fo'od and Drug
Administration (FDA), and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
were given a statutory mandate to ensure that new technologies developed in those
laboratories are transferred to the private sector and commercialized in an
expeditious and efficient manner. PHS is cognizant of its role in protecting the
public interest as NIH, FDA, and CDC technologies are transferred.
Realization of the considerable anticipated health benefits inherent in PHS
conducted and supported biomedical research will depend in large part on the
ability and willingness of private sector technology transfer partners to
commercialize new technologies. For potential preventive, diagnostic, and
therapeutic products, that willingness almost invariably hinges on the existence of
patent protection in the United States and foreign countries for the technology in
question.
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) and courts with jurisdiction
over patent matters are the only entities that can make a definitive determination in
the United States of the patentability of biomedical research discoveries, including
human genetic material. Foreign couhtries similarly determine the scope and
subject matter of patent protection within their boundaries. These determinations
require a careful analysis of the particular facts and circumstances of each patent
application.
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Whether or not to file for patent protection on a given technology is a policy
decision made at the discretion of the agency in which a Federal employee inventor
works. Accordingly, the PHS has established the following policy to guide its
agencies in the pursuit and maintenance of U.S. and foreign patent protection for
PHS-owned biomedical technology.

C.

POLICY
•

The PHS will seek patent protection on biomedical technologies only when a
patent facilitates availability of the technology to the public for preventive,
diagnostic, therapeutic, or research use, or other commercial use. Generally, a
patent is necessary to facilitate and attract investment by commercial partners
for further research and conunercial development of the technology, such as
where the utility of the patentable subject matter is as a potential preventive,
diagnostic, or therapeutic product. However, a patent also might be necessary
to encourage a commercial partner to make available for research use
important materials or products.

•

Patent protection generally will not be sought by the PHS where further
research and development is not necessary to realize the technology's primary
use and future therapeutic, diagnostic, or preventive uses are not reasonably
anticipated. For example, PHS generally will not seek patent protection for
conunercially valuable research tools (knock-out mice, receptors, cell lines) for
the sole purpose of excluding others from using the patentable subject matter
without a license. Such materials can be licensed under biological materials
licenses or distributed to the research community without further compensation.

•

PHS generally will not seek patent protection on a technology unless the
commercial or public health value of the technology warrants the expenditure
of funds for patenting. If PHS determines that a technology is patentable, but
declines to seek patent protection due to low public health or commercial
priority, waiver of patent rights to the employee-inventor of the technology may
be appropriate and may be considered in accordance with applicable policies
and procedures.

•

When commercialization and technology transfer can best be accomplished
without patent protection, such protection will not be sought. For example,
some technologies may be commercialized through non-patent licensing, and
some technologies are transferred to the private sector most expeditiously
through publication. For those best transferred through publication, patenting
and licensing are unnecessary and could inhibit broad dissemination and
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application of the technology. Methods of performing surgical procedures, for
example, could fall within this category.

E.

•

With regard to the patenting of research results arising under a Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement {CRADA), PHS will evaluate whether
to file for patent protection in accordance with these principles, to the extent
consistent with the terms of the CRADA and the collaborative relationship.

•

In accordance with a longstanding tradition of scientific freedom, PHS research
results are published freely. Publication of research is not to he significantly
delayed for the purpose of either filing patent applications on patentable
subject matter, or conducting further research to develop patentable subject
matter.

•

With regard to the patenting of research results which are in early stages of
development, PHS will file for patent protection only on research that has a
practical utility or a reasonable expectation of future practical utility. Practical
utility for this purpose is based on the reasonable expectation of at least one
commercial or public health use that is directly and specifically related to the
research results in question. For example, the practical utility of a eDNA
sequence is determined according to whether a potential use is directly a
consequence of the particular sequence, not a use common to all DNA.

•

Once initiated, prosecution of patent applications and maintenance of issued
patents will continue only as long as there exists a reasonable expectation of
transferring the patent rights to a commercial partner through licensing.

•

PHS will enforce and defend its patents, where appropriate, either through its
own resources, by granting its licensees the right of enforcement and defense as
provided by 35 U.S.C.207 (a)(2), or by referring the matter directly to the
Department of Justice. In any case, no litigation may be undertaken in the
Federal Court system without approval of the Department of Justice.

EFFECTIVE DATE
The policies and procedures set forth in this Manual Chapter are effective
immediately.

F.

ADDITIO:ro..'AL INFORMATIO:S
Questions about this Manual Chapter may be directed to Ms. Barbara McGarey,
Deputy Director, Office of Technology Transfer, on (301) 496-7057.
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United States Public Health Service
Technology Transfer Manual
Chapter No. 300
PHS Licensing Policy
A. PURPOSE

This Manual Chapter sets forth the policy for licensing technologies developed m
Public Health Service (PHS) laboratories.

B. BACKGROUND
The primary mission of PHS research laboratories is to acquire new knowledge
through the conduct and support of biomedical research to improve the health Of the
American people. In 1986, Federal laboratories, including PHS research laboratories

at the National Institutes of Health (NTH), Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were given a statutory
mandate to ensure that new technologies developed in those laboratories are
transferred to the private sector and commercialized in an expeditious and efficient
manner. PHS is cognizant of its role in protecting the public interest as NIH, FDA,
and CDC technologies are transferred.
Realization of the considerable anticipated health benefits inherent in PHS conducted
and supported biomedical research will depend in large part on the ability and
willingness of private sector technology transfer partners to commercialize new
technologies. For potential preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic products, that
willingness almost invariably hinges on the existence of patent protection in the
United States and foreign countries for the technology in question.
C. POLICY

PHS generally seeks to patent and license biomedical technologies when a patent will
facilitate and attract investment by commercial partners for further research and
commercial development of the technology. This is critical where the utility of the
patentable subject matter is as a potential preventive, diagnostic, or therapeutic
product. However, it also could occur when a patent Is necessary to encourage a
cormnercial partner to keep important materials or products available for research
use.
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Patent protection generally is not sought by PHS where further research and
development is not necessary to realize the technology's primary use and future
therapeutic, diagnostic, or preventive uses are not reasonably anticipated. For
example, PHS generally will not seek patent protection for research tools, such as
transgenic mice, receptors, or cell lines. Such materials can be licensed effectively in
the absence of patent protection, under royalty-bearing biological materials licenses,
or distributed to the research community through nonroyalty-bearing material transfer
agreements. For research tools, the public interest is served primarily by ensuring
that the tool is widely available to both academic and commercial scientists to
advance further scientific discovery. Secondarily, a financial return to the public is
obtained through royalties on the rare research tool that has significant commercial
value.
In addition, when commercialization and technology transfer can best be
accomplished without patent protection, such protection will not be sought. For
example, some technologies may be transferred to the private sector most
expeditiously through publication. For such technologies, patenting and licensing are
unnecessary and could inhibit broad dissemination and application of the technology.
Methods of perfonning surgical procedures, for example, could fall within this
category.
In contrast, for technologies with potential preventive, diagnostic, or therapeutic uses,
where some type of exclusivity (and therefore patent protection) is necessary for
product development, licensing of the patent rights is the primary vehicle for
transferring the technology to commercial partners. Due to the importance of
effective patent licensing to the development and availability of new products arising
from PHS technology, the PHS licensing program is governed by the following
principles in marketing, negotiating, executing, and monitoring licenses to PHS
patents:
• PHS seeks to ensure development of each technology for the broadest possible
applications, optimizing the number of products developed from PHS technology.
This is accomplished first and foremost through diligent assertion of inventorship
(and thus ownership) rights to PHS technologies in accordance with current patent
law. Second, PHS policy is to retain those ownership rights for transfer to the
private sector through licensing instead of assignment. This strategy allows PHS to
engage in licensing negotiations which ensure the broadest and most expeditious
development of new products. Assignment of rights to the commercialization
partner would inhibit the ability of PHS to have a meaningful role in monitoring
and ensuring the development of the technology.
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• PHS seeks to ensure that a licensee obtains the appropriate scope of rights
necessary to develop a potential application of the technology. This ensures that as
many companies as possible can obtain conunercial development rights, resulting in
the concurrent development of many potential applications. This is accomplished
through:
--Negotiating non-exclusive or co-exclusive licenses whenever possible. This allows
more than one company to develop products using a particular technology, products
which may ultimately compete with each other in the marketplace. PHS recognizes
that companies typically need an exclusive market position to offset the risk, time,
and expense of developing biomedical diagnostic or therapeutic products, however,
companies do not necessarily need to achieve that position by exclusively licensing
a govermnent technology used to develop that product. Instead, they frequently are
able {0 add their own proprietary technologies to the technology licensed from the
government to ultimately achieve some level of uniqueness and exclusivity for the
final product.
--Negotiating and awarding exclusive licenses for specific indications or fields of
use, based on the license applicant's conunercial development ability at the time of
application. This prevents one company from tying up license rights to applications
that could be concurrently developed by another company.
--Negotiating provisions for mandatory ~ublicensing by exclusive licensees,
particularly where a broad exclusive license is granted, as under a CRADA.
CRADA exclusive licenses are granted to patents arising under the CRADA based
on the scope of the CRADA research. The research, and therefore the patents,
can be broad. Because CRADA partners obtain options to exclusive licenses at the
onset of the CRADA, it is usually not appropriate to narrow the field of use to
such licenses beyond the original scope of the CRADA research. Thus, PHS
requires exclusive licensees to grant sublicenses to broaden the development
possibilities when necessary for the public health.
--Negotiating requirements for continuing availability of the technology for further
research. Although a technology has been licensed for conunercial development,
PHS seeks to maintain the availability of that technology for further research uses
only by non-profit and for-profit entities. This advam:es science and stimulates
further commercial development.
• PHS seeks to ensure that wnunercial partners expeditiously develop the licensed
technology. This is accomplished through:
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--granting license rights only to fields of use for which the company has submitted
an acceptable commercial development plan to bring the technology to practical
application. PHS typically does not grant license rights to venture capitalists,
brokers, or other entities that are not in a position to develop the technology
directly,
--negotiating specific conunercial development milestones and benchmarks with
proposed licensees so that development can be assessed and monitored;
--negotiating license execution fees, minimum annual royalty payments, milestone
payments, and reimbursement of patent expenses in addition to earned royalty
payments. Requiring a company to pay royalties "out of pocket" to acquire and
keep the technology ensures that a company is committed to developing the
technology and has not licensed the technology merely for competitive advantage.
• PHS seeks to ensure that technologies conunercialized under PHS licenses are
brought to practical application, offered and maintained for sale, and made
reasonably accessible to the public. PHS enhances public access to the benefits of
its technology by fostering the development of competing products for the same or
similar applications. For example, PHS currently has several CRADAs and licenses
which combine the significant expertise of its scientists with the knowledge and
resources of different private partners for the development of two types of therapy
(gene therapy and recombinant enzyme replacement therapy) for an inherited
disease. The only therapy currently on the market to treat this disease is an
expensive enzyme replacement regimen derived from placental tissue.
• PHS seeks to obtain a fair financial return on the public's research investment
through negotiating royalty-bearing licenses and obtaining payment of patent
expenses from licensees.
• PHS seeks to negotiate and obtain public benefits from licensees that are
appropriate and consistent with expeditious commercial development and
accessibility of the technology.
• PHS monitors the performance of PHS licensees and ensures that its licensed
technology is fully developed, through the modification or termination of a license
in the event that a licensee is unable to fully develop the rights granted. Modifying
an exclusive license to a non-exclusive one, or narrowing the fields of use, allows
PHS to license the technology to other companies for further development and
sale. This is accomplished through:
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--Negotiating specific grounds for modification or tennination of the license. The
PHS model exclusive license specifies nine grounds, including failure to meet
conunercialization benchmarks, failure to keep the licensed technology reasonably
accessible to the public, and failure to reasonably meet unmet health care needs.
--Monitoring the commercial development activities of the licensees to determine
compliance with the terms of the license agreement.
--Initiating administrative action to modify or terminate license rights where
necessary.

E. EFFECTIVE DATE
The policies and procedures set forth in this Manual Chapter are effective
immediately.
F. ADDITIONAL INFOJU\.1ATION

Questions about this Manual Chapter may be directed to Ms. Barbara McGarey,
Deputy Director, Office of Technology Transfer, on (301) 496-7057.
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~IH

Technology Transfer Mission Statement

The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has designated the National Institutes of
Health ~IH) as the lead agency for technology transfer for the Public Health Service (PHS).
Within the NIH, the Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) has primary responsibility for
technology transfer. This Office evaluates, protects, monitors, and manages the NIH invention
portfolio to carry out the mandates of the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986. This is
largely accomplished through overseeing patent prosecution, negotiating and monitoring
licensing agreements, and providing oversight and central policy review of Cooperative Research
and Development Agreements. OTT also manages the patent and licensing activities for the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). OTT is responsible for the central development and
implementation of technology transfer policies for three research components of the PHS-NIH,
FDA, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
To the extent that current law permits, NIH has made deliberate efforts to return benefit to the
ta."\payers who support its research. NIH has developed and implemented a number oflicensing
strategies that balance new product development with appropriate market competition:
1.
NIH negotiates non-exclusive or co-exclusive licenses whenever possible, so that more
than one company can develop products in competition with one another. In FY 2000, 84
percent of all commercial development licenses executed by the NIH \Vere non-exclusive; these
represent the majority of diagnostic and research tool technologies in the NIH portfolio. The
remainlng 16 percent that were exclusive represent a majority of the therapeutic and vaccine
technologies in the NIH portfolio.
2.
NIH negotiates exclusive licenses for specific indications or fields of use, based on the
license applicant's commercial development ability at the time of application. This prevents one
company from tying up license rights to applications that could be concurrently developed by
another company.
3.
NIH negotiates requirements for continuing availability of the technology for further
research. In this way, technologies that are licensed remain accessible to research personnel to
advance science and stimulate further commercial development.
4.
Ali NIH licenses can be terminated for failure to comply with the terms of the license, and
NIH negotiates specific commercial development milestones and benchmarks with licensees so
that development can be assessed and monitored.
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5.
NIH does not seek patent protection on a technology for which further research and
development is not necessary to realize the technology's primary use. The NIH will seek patent
protection for therapeutic, diagnostic or preventive uses and when a technology requires further
research and development to bring a technolO!,'Y to practical application.
6.
Where a broad exclusive license is granted, NIH negotiates provisions for mandatory
sublicensing by exclusive licensees to broaden the development possibilities when necessary for
the public health. Some exclusive licenses emanate from Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADA). By law, CRADA partners can obtain an exclusive license
to technology developed under a CRADA.
7.
~IH includes public benefit provisions in its license agreement, when appropriate, such as
a requirement that the drug developer provide a specified amount of the product, if one is
commercialized, to indigent populations, or that the company establish a website to provide
information on the disease for which the drug is being developed.
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A-5

List of Groups Consulted

The Council on Govenunental Relations (COGR) • an association that develops policies
and practices for administering federally sponsored research and training in universities.

The A'lsociation of University Technology Managers (AUTM) ·an organization
representing the technology managers and business executives in universities, research
institutions, teaching hospitals, companies and federal agencies.
The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)- at;1 organization
that represents the country's leading research-based pharmaceutical and biotechnology

companies.
Biotechnology Industry Organization (810)- an organization that represents the

biotechnology industry.
The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) - a non-profit association
founded to work for reform in medical education. The Association now comprises
medical schools', ilcademic and professional societies, and the nation's medical students
and residents,
The Association of American Universities (AAU)- an organization founded to advance
the international standing of U.S, research universities, and representing sixty-three North
American public and private universities.

Appendix 6

A-6

Interagency Edison: A Common Electronic Way to Meet Statutory
Reporting Requirements Across The Government
A Business Case for the Edison System
Passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980 resulted in statutory regulations that mandate reporting
by award recipients of all inventions and patents derived through federal funding agreements:
grants, cooperative agreements, and contracts. Every year, NIH-sponsored research yields
thousands of inventions, such as biological agents, new drugs, laboratory equipment, and
scientific processes. Some grantee/contractor organizations may have a single invention to
report in a year, while others, such as large research universities, may have several hundred
each year. The need to accurately receive and track reports for such subject inventions was
emphasized in a Congressional inquiry held in August, 1994. Observations by Congress were
followed by a report from the Office of Inspector General, DHHS issued that year, entitled,
"NIH Oversight of Extramural Research Inventions." The report recommended a timely and
decisive move to redefine the level of responsibility on the part of NIH for overseeing
grantee/contractor compliance with Federal regulations concerning invention reporting and
utilization. In response to the Inspector General's recommendations, the NIH Office of Policy
for Extramural Research Administration moved to provide grantee/contractor organizations
with a more accessible and efficient mechanism for submitting and tracking information about
inventions and patents derived from NIH support.
The mechanism chosen to meet this need was unveiled in 1995 as "Edison", an interactive
Web site for reporting, monitoring, and tracking inventions derived from federally-funded
research. Speciflcally, Edison is a relational database system from which either
representatives of extramural gramee/contractor organizations or federal agency staff can
create, access, and modify records in a common flle. Submission and monitoring of
information in the Edison system permits grantee/contractor organizations to comply
electronically with mandated invention reporting requirements.

Edison System Technology and Adoption by the Extramural Community
When introduced, Edison was one of the first innovative government systems to use
interactive web technology to support the exchange of confidential information. Its use of the
Internet as a platform avoided compatibility obstacles inherent in proprietary software design,
and also provided accessibility for diverse populations of grantee/contractor institutions that
include start-up companies with single users via public Internet providers as well as research
institutions and for-proflt corporate contractors.
As a system responsible for the submission and tracking of invention and patent information,
conftdentiality was a critical element in Edison's design. Institutions are required to register,
and individual user accounts provide for authenticated sessions. Use of either of the most

popular Internet browsers, Netscape NavigatorTM or Microsoft Internet Explorer™, ensures
that infonnation being transmitted remains confidential by the use of encryption technology.
Unauthorized access to secondary screens in the Edison system is prevented by session
specific transient internal passwords that are completely transparent to the user.
From its introduction, grantee/contractor organizations have increasingly opted to use the
Edison system. By the beginning of200 1, nearly 300 institutions have registered to use
Edison. Given the fact that only a fraction of the approximately 2,000 grantee/contractor
institutions ever develop inventive technologies from their research, projections suggest that
the institutions now using Edison constitute more than 90 percent of prospective routine users.

Interagency Edison- A Government-Wide Invention Reporting System
Statutory regulations require the reporting of inventions derived through funding agreements
with any federal agency. The desire to achieve a unifonn reporting system throughout
government suggested the use of the Edison system as a common gateway whereby
grantee/contractors could submit reports to any agency through a single site.

In 1997, this vision was first realized through the addition of the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to the Edison system. A separate database was established and, by simply identifying
either NIH or NSF as the source of funding for inventive technologies, all reported
infonnation was routed into the appropriate database. With this expansion, the system
renamed "Interagency Edison", and a high level Internet domain name, http://iedison.gov,
was granted by the General Services Administration. This single gateway concept has been
well received by the NIH and NSF grantee/contractor communlty as has now been adopted by
14 federal agencies whose grantees/contractors develop inventive technologies. NIH
continues to support maintenance and operations of the overall system without charge to the
other agencies.
Interagency Edison has now become the model for a similar distributed computing approach
that is being pursued for electronic grants administration across the federal government in the
"Federal Commons'' initiative. The unqualified success of the Interagency Edison system has
been demonstrated through its enthusiastic support by grantee/contractors and federal
agencies. Use of the system has been estimated to reduce as many as 15 cycles of paper
correspondence to an almost completely electronic business process, while setting a standard
for meeting govemment~wide requirements through a single site. In recognition of meeting
these objectives, the Edison system was recognized as a semi-frnalist for the National
Infonnation Infrastructure Awards in 1996, and the design team received a prestigious Golden
Hammer Award from Vice President Gore's National Perfonnance Review in 1997.
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LIST OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS

Appendix 8

A-8

Cougruslonnl Directive to NIH for "Return on Investment"
Th~

ennfcrencc report to appropriations legislation funding \he National Institutes of
and other agencies in FY 2001 contained the following language:

Ht~lth

The conferees have been made aware of the public interest in securing Olr'l
npproprint~ return on the NIH investment in basic research. The oonfereos are

also aware or tbc mounting coneem over the cost to patients of therapeutic drugs,

By July 2001, based on ulisL o(such thet·apeutio drugs which nre FDA approved,
have rc!\Chcd $500,000,000 per ycnr in sales in the United States, aod have
received NIH funding, NIH will prepr~re a plan to ensure that taxpayers' interests
Bro prntccted, 1

This language reflects n compromise to 1m amendment introduced by Sen. Ron Wyden
(D-Oregon) on June 23, 2000 1 and proposals by Sen. Paul Wcllstonc (D·Mhm.) and Rep.
Bernie Sanden; (I· Vcm1ont) relating to "L'easonablc pricins" ofpharmaeeutieals. NJH is
cxpect\'l(l to complete its directive in July.
,1\.ecot·ding to the NIH Office of Technology Transfer, 47 FDA-approved therapeutic
drugs nnder p<~lcnt currently generate U.S. snles of more than $500 million annually, In
discussions witt]. Congress, the NIH has o.greed to draft a phm that focuses on the "return
on itm~stmcnt" ()[public ftmding supporting drug development.
Nlll·fundcd research has generated thou.~ands of patents held by universities and other
iastituti<m~.J Only one of the 47 FDA-ap]lJ'OVcd drugs idcnttficd as generating $500
rni!lion or more in sales h:J.~ been determined by NIH to be derived directly from a patent
generated by NH·J.funded research. Although several more "blockbuster" drugs from
pa!cnt~ issued on NIH-sponsored research mny soon become available, tho asency is
currently Gcveloph1g its plan on the basis ofthe single major-selling drus· developed from
n 1mlvcrsity-hdd patc1\t. The specifics of the NIH plan under development 11rc as yet
ltnccrtain.
llack~tountl:

Sen, Wytlan's otiginal amendment proposed to require, "as a condition of

l'ccciving u grant or contract from the Nationallnslilllles t!fHealth,'' assurance from an

academic institution or other entity to transfer to the NIH director a percentage of funds
matlo uvailablc from licenses or sales of a broad range ofpbt~rmaceuticals. Assumcdly,
1

ll.~fli>l, H16-1 033, C'rmf..,renco R~pcrl to acccmpnny Ii.R, 4577, Moking Onmibu~ CoMo1id~ted. ~nd
Siipplemcmalll pJltnprl~tion' rcr Fiscnl Ycnr 200 l. Dcccmbar IS, 2000.

1"l1m-rg~ncy

1 s~~ App~ndix I, uttachOO.

l St·e NIH Office oFTcchnol~zyTmnsfcr ~nd "Ildi$~!1" d~t~b~~c. h~:l/www.icdi~cn.gov/,

the requir.::nwnt was presented as a "pay-back" for the original NIH research grwtt or
conlrn.ct aw~;rds, The threshold of$500 million in annual sales applied to "any
ph:mm\ccutical, phat11lllCCutical compouml or drug delivery mechanism (including
biologics n.nd vaccin~) tLpptoved by thll Food and DruG Administration" resulting from
<In award.
Tbc Con fercllCC Reportlang<lagc is the latest in a series of Congressional actions
touching on conccms nbout the price of pharmaceuticals derived in part from publicly
func!ed research. An C:ll'lier initintivc, the reasonable pricing clause, focused directly upon
imlusll)' partnerships under NIH Cooperative Research and Development Agreements
(CHA 1.)/1.~). In the 1990s, expressions of interest from Industry in :NIH CRADAs
plungud following inh'()duction ofthe reasonable pricing clause, and the clause was
:;uhscqllcntly rescinded.
The s~~niiments rc!lccted in the conference report were articulated by the new chair of the
Stlbcommittce overseeing NIH appropriations:
The Senate Lubor/HHS appropriations subcommittee [May 23, 2001] held a
hr.~ring on the NTH budget. Dming the session, ranking member (and soon to be
chaim1nn) Tom Harkin (0-IA) askeq about the support NIH h2.d provided for
rcscar~.h on a new anti-leukemia drug, Gle~vec, which the Food and Drug
Administmtion approved lwo weeks ago. National Cancer Institute director Rick
KlauSllCr responded that NTH had m:~dc grants totaling $4 million for specific
wl..ltk on the drug, and thnt much of the underlying research·~which went back
dccarles--had also been supported by NIH. Harkin responded that the cost ofthls
dmg to consumers was $2,000 to $3,000 a month, and 5Aid he "wondered about
the pricing, anti about re-capturing some of the costs." "We need to figure this one
t')ul, )lOw to get some of the money to come back to NIH," he said. "This is an
!ssul! that will be coming down the road. "4
Anlllysis: The conference language contravenes several prevailillg and critical aspec\s of
federal sde11CC and technology policy, including the l3ayh·Dole Act and related
lcgisla1ion. To pr,)mole the clissemination of useful knowledge, federal policy has
gcm~ral!y sought to encour;~gc t~cadcmic institutions receiving federal research awards to
tl'ansf..,'l' technology arising from this research to the private sector through licensing
arrangements or olhtlr agreements.
'1'\11~

vast rn::~jority ofth11 NIH's extramural research is perfonned by academic institutions
(1norc thmt $\2 billion in FY 2001) nncl published and broadly disseminated without
monetmy rctums to the institutions or to Nm. l:lowcvcr, federal statutes (tile Bayh·Dole,
S1cvcn~on·Wydlcr, ru~d otl1er Acts) and policies direct academic and other non·profit
i\W~lrtl~c institutions, where advisable, to s~k patents on inventions arising from
fcden11ly sponsored J'esearch in on..kr to O.:lllaly"--l commercial development,
4 Rc·pooH·cl by

the Amcri~'~ll A;ood~tion ofU~lvcr~itic~, AAU CPR. Upd~!e Oi-11%, May 24, 200t.
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The origin of the Bilyh·Do\e Act (P ,L, 96·5 17) arose from concerns of tho 1960s and
1970s that many pctenlilll rese:trch products were "lying fallow" in academic institntions
\lccodse of a Jack of sufficient incentive for commercializing research inventions.
MMcovcr, the Fecle:r.al policies on patenting and liten~ing of spon~orecl research at that
time relied greally on nOil·exclusivc licensing and other conditions that further
tliscouruged partnerships with private sector finns. In order to encourage more efficient
transfer of le~hno\ugy from federal research grants to broad public or commercial
11pp1ic:ttion, lhc E3.yh-Dolc Act of 1980 pem1ils acailemic inslilutions to retain rights and
Iitle 11.1 itwcations produced under federally sponsored research without seeking prior
apJlmvnl from fcdcralngencie~. Wllh passage oCthe Bayh-Dolc Act, patents issued La
univL~t·sitics und other non-pro tit institutions have risen from fewer than 250 in 1980 to
more .tlwn 2000 annuo\ly. Many of the patents generated with federal support arc
allrib\ltable to NlH research.

'

Many commentators attribute the Bayh·Dolc Act's remarkable success to its explicit
promulgo.tion or incentives for academic and other non·profit institutions to pursue
of inventions arising from research. Jn fpc!, such incelltiv~ had
cxist~·d prior to pnssngc of the act. The sig11ificcmce ofBayh-Pole wlis that it required
fcdcralrcscm·ch awnrrlecs to pursue the appliciltion of their research into products and
practice, and it removed the fedora! govcmmcnt as~ party to ncgotbtions. The act
thcr·.::by encouraged comrncrcial entities and venture capitalists to negotiate licensing
nrrnngcmr.nts wiih ncut!emic Institutions without fear of fedc:ra! intercession.6

conLmt:l"cittllicen~·ing

Tho lhyh·lJolt: llcVs key objective:, as stated in its preamble (35 USC§ 200), is to
CIICOUJ'lge dissemination and utilization oftechnology. The act does not seek to promote
:1 commercial retlll11 to federal agencies or academic institutions on research investment.
111 lite!, while the numbt.'l" ofpnlents issued to universities and other non·profit institutions
hss increased dnlmiltit.al!y since passage of the act, the great majority ofthese patents do
not gt~n..:rnte signi,fic.ant· revenues or even sufficient revenues to compensate the patenting
oxpcnscll. 7 The infonnation contaimld in these patents nevertheless remains publicly
nvnilnblc within the r~corils of the U.S. Patent and Tradcn1ark Office. The conierence
report lnng\l~ge, by focusing on the rare (<l: 1000) sub-class ofunivcrsity·owncd patents
that nrc commercially sttccessfal, does not take into consicleration the great number of
pntonls obtained by universities at their own risk and expense that never succeed
commercially. Further, the !iCI reqt1ires inst'ilutions to reinvest licensing income back into
rc~yurch, which the institutions do. Tho conference language's direction to NIJ-l n.Lns
cMtr~ry to the e,;pre~s intentions o.fBayh-Dole and would wpresenl a major departure
from prcvai\in!J federal policy.

-···--------
AllTM ~urvcy.
j

0 T"~lllnCO!\)' nf\-Tnw~ril Tlrcmcr.l'h.D., Ocwbcr 25, 1993. From Council on Oovcmmcnt~l Relation,,
Wn3hinljlon flC.
'
's._.c, for tht cx~mpl,1 of one m~jOI' rc~carch innitulioo, K•thcr)n K.u, Effe~l ofP~tcnllns: ~lld 1'cchnolOJlY
Tr~tt~.f\lL"

(\1\

Comn\~rcillliution, p1·cs~ntati01\ to the Nationnl Acndemles, April t 7, 2001 , Availabl~ at:
June 8, 2001.

hltp'/www.n~tion~lacademi~~-ol'sflp, ~cccs~cd
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Thc:rc is currently a suhsinntial rcttnn on investment from NIH and other federally fhndcd
biomedical 2.11d scientific research.

"!'he fundame11tal r:~tionalc of federal science policy since lhe end ofWorld War Il has
been to invc~ltax dollars in basic research to promote the societal returns of improved
health, strenglhe1'led notional security, and enhanced economic perfonnance. This has
l.l1!Crl the ccntml argument t~dvanccd in the Congress for funding NTH and other science
ugcncics, ond hns been echoed by the advOCllCY community:
Fe~eral support for hasic science is an aspect of spending that has a payback, and
n m;Jssivc one at that. It pt1ts money out llnd gels back new products, healthier

JJ'"ople and cash ....significantly increasing our federal investment in basic medical
nnd scientUic mscarch will pay handsome dividends in the 21'1 Century.~
ln the 1950s, econon1lst Robert Solow d~monslraled that more than l1alf of the U.S.
nnmml g1'owth in GNP was attributable to new technologies and new knowledge, as
0ppo.~o::d to increase~ in !,md, IRbor, or other "traditl'onal" CllJ'itat inputs,; Solow, a Nobel
l~urcatc tllld MIT faculty member, believed t·hat univarsity-bascd resaarch along with
industry R&D was a S~1bst:mtial component of this growth. The relationship of academic
research with imlustrial innovation and prosperity was furthel' established by Edwin
M:msCicld/ 0 Nathan Rosenberg nnd Richard Nelson 11 , Dnd numerous other leading
ewnonli.<;ts. Joseph Stiglitz, serving on the President's Council of Economic Advisors,
roportcU eslim:J.tes of a social rate of return 011 federally funded research between 25%
Mli SO% mtnuillly. He summarized his views to the National Science Board: "Advances
i11 l.:nowlcdgo are c~sentlal to spurring economic growth. There are only !I few things that
ccorwmists really agree upon, and this is one of them," 11
lmprMcmcnts to hct>l!h from medical and other research h<~ve been documented in
numerous ways. Many of these have focused on case studies of the role of (primaril~
1
4
ln1sic) ncndcmic research lending to dcvc:lopmcnt of specific products or therapics ~·
T11 studies of h~:allb culcomes, the demographer Kenneth Manton and colleagues have
11\c;Jsurcd dec linir1g t'<'lcs of dlsahility and generatty improved quality of life indicators
<l11wng older Americans, which directly correlate with innovations from biomedical
rcsGf\rcll, 11 Jmprl)vcd levels of day-to-day functioning of older An,ericans have welcome
1i'~te 1· Lynch, Ji n~n(dal an~!yst, quoted in Exceptional Ret\lm~: !ho F.wnomic Val11c of.A.mcTica'l
Inw~tnwnl in Mcdi..:al RtSciltCh. F1111dinll Fir51 1 WMhinghm, DC, May 2000,
9
Solow h~s produted numcrou~ r~>vi~wll of lhis "J9'1lWih nccountln&" research, including, Teohnlca\
ch11n~t., capH~l t1>m•a1inn nnd economic growth. American Economle Review, 1962; 52~76-86.
10
Mnnslidd 1), Acild~mlc· 1·ese~rch nnd induNtrial hu1ov~tion, Rcsc~rch Policy 1991; 1·12.
11 Rn~onhcrg N, Nchan1 RR, American universi!i~~ ~nrt technical iidv~nc= in industry. Rcso...rc\1 PoUcy
\1)~4; 2J: 3l)·J4!l
ll Tran~cript ofNation~\ ScJcncc Board mcel!ng, open session, March 23, 199S.
1' Comroc m, Dripps Rl'l, 'l'h~ top ten c!inicll ~dv~nceJ in c:Hdicvoscular·pulmonn~ medicine and
~urgmy, Pin~\ rcp~rt, bnu~ry 31, 1977, NIH NHL.BJ contrac!l·HO·l-2327.
H DllstiO HP, Roc~clla Ill, Garrison HG. Controlling: hypertension: a rcse~r<:h '\lcccu stnry. Archive~ of
Itlh:mul M~dioine, 19%; \56: 1926-35,
11 Mantnn KC1., Corder KS, Sta!lard B. Mon!t~:>r!n!l ch~nge~ in lhc hc3hh of the U.S. elderly population:
<"nm:l~l~s wilh himn<'di<:al r~sc:1rch nnd c\inicnl innov~!iCins. F'ASF.lliournnl, 1997; 11:923-930,
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implic~ti(lns

rnr iho fin~nciu\ burden of care placed on families P.nd federal programs,
StiCll as Metlicaro. l(• Tl1ese Sltldies do not purport to measure speculative "cost savings"
from specific: innovations ln medical care re~tllling from medical rc:search; they do
Uomomlrute significant impmveme11ts in health care correlated with biomedical research.
Am~dc:ms

widdy recognize the generative ctrccts of academic research on llw electronic
::md compu[{lf science industries, as seen iT'I Silicon Valley, Boston's I-128 corridor, and
North CllroHntl's Research 1'risngle, Similarly, federal investments in biomedical
rc~c:nrch, whkh led directly to;J the development of the biotechnolot;y indllstry, are
n::flcctc\1 in Lhc geographic concentmtion of biotechnology firms near leading biomedical
n:scarch centers in the San Frar'ldsco Bay area, Southelm California, New England,
lvbryland, and elsewhere. The growth of high technology industries tlear universities and
research centt'rs is the rcst!lt of interactions with leading academic scientists, ideas, and
pools of uni vcrsity trained personne\. 17 Comparatively little, if any, of the commercial
vnluo o;Jfthi!sc enterprises remunerates universities directly. Rather, these industries
ptavide a founUntion for job creation, economic growth, a11d improved quality-of-life that
ate: h(ghly pri;o:ed by stnte 1md loca 1governments and th!::ir Congressional delegations,
Tlte l"ltlll1J;\\ survey of the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM)
reports that licensing by member academic institutions (including major teaching
l!OSjlita\r,) ''cnrll!'ihuted over $40 billion in economic activity and supported more than
270,000 johs in lisen\ year 1999." 18 They estimate this activity to havr:! generated $5
bi!lioJJ i11 U.S, tax rewnur:!s for federal, sWie, and focal governmer~l. More than 60% of
licenses and option agreements by AUTM members were made to small businesses,
which nr~ leading sources ofjob growth and economic development.

Summary: the AAMC objects to the conference report language on the grounds that it
propc1scs to tax a rare source ofunn:stricted university revenues. These revenues aro
rcinvcslcd in hasic resuarch and training to help pay ror the infrastructure necessary to be
.1 compctilivll research institution, and to he!~ support the significant cost.sharing that
fcd~ral research funding presently obligates. 9
The ccmfercacc rcporl's language is unwise policy. Americun taxpayers currently rcceivo
::111 cxlr.:~ordimuy ret 11m on their investment in biomedical and other scienti {ic research,
thrmlj:h 11 system of govcmmoot:\1, academic, DJJd industrial interaction that other nations
<lL c SIL'\lggling lo emulate. Tho historic ~uecess of these policies, together with new
sc.kntific opportunities and public health 11ecds, nrc the basis of our advocacy for an
expllnded NIH budget and support of othor federal science agencies,

\~

lhill

11 1-'l)r ;m an~1ysi.5 .,fill~ ro\le of"•t~r •dcntlst1" in biotechnology, ote Zucktr LG, Darby MR. Tile
t•conomlM~' c~~c (Ol" biome<.lic~l r~search, in The futufll of Biome<lic~l Research. Washington, DC:
Amnicllll !Jnttlprise Jn~titntc, 1997.

11 AUTM. Lke1!.1inc Survey: PY 1999, Survey Smnm~ry.
1
~ ~ec 1ds" Appendix 2, cdilol"l~t by Donald Keru,cdy in Science, J11ne 8, 2001.
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neeom m~nd:.ttions:
•

Tho AAMC, working closely wiih ihe university nnd research community, should
n;MJirrn the nation's commitment to existing federal science policies, which yield
suhst:mti:1l retums to society on public investment in research and development.

•

The A/\MC should oppose ony proposal to redirect institutions' income in a manner
1>thcr th:m thllt !1\rl.!ady required by the Bayh·Dole Act and current regulation.
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Appendix 1: Original Wydcn Amendment
WYDJ:iN AN!ENDMEN"l' NO. 36\6 --(Senate· Juac :Z3, 2000)
[flagc~

S57SOJ

(Ordct•cd to lie on the table,)
Mr. WYDEN Sllbrnittcd an amendment intertded to be proposed by him to the bill, H.R.
4577, SLL1m1; ns follows:
On page 3:1, line 16, ~trike the period and insert the following: '': Provided further, That

tho Director or the Nntiona\ Institutes ofHeallh shall ensure, with respect to funds
a.ppropriatt:d under this Act, that-
·' (I) Ill\ entity that receives 11 grnnt or contract, made available with the appropriated

funds hy the Nationallnstitutes of Health, to conduct research shall provide the Director,
at intervals of time determined appropriate by the Director, with information relating to-

''(A) nny phllrmaceutical, phnrnutcctttical compound or drug delivery mechanism
(inch1ding biologics und vncclncs) approv~d by the Food and Drug Administration that is
rnumJfncturel\ from a technology that-·
"(i) is dcvc\ojlCtl, in whole or Jn part, using the results of such research; and
"(ii) hns been licensed, solO or trar.sfcrrcd by the grantee or contractor to an

()rgani?:!liion for manufacturing purposes;
"(H) th~: uti\i?,alion of cacl1 such technology that has been licensed, sold or transferred
Lo llnt}thcr entity;
"(C) the amount of royalties, other payments, or other forms of reimburscmctlt
collected by the grantee or contrar_tor with respect to the license, sale or transfer of each
!mch techiiO!ogy: and
''(D) the o.ggrcgatc runount of the specific grants or contracts that wcro used in the
deve\.1Jln·lent of $UCh transfc:n-ed technology,

"(2) m1 annual report is prepared and submitted to the appropriate committees of
thnt contai1ts a summary of the infonna!ion provided to the Director umler
paril!:\raph (I) for the period for which the report is being prepared;
Congrc:;.~

"(:\)(A) as

ct\ndit!on of receiving n grant or contruct from the National Institutes of
Hcnllh to ctmducl research, o.n entity shall provide assurances to the Director that such
r.ntity will, as a p::trl or any agreement tht~t is entered into by the entity to license, sell, or
fl
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tnmsfct' atl.y technology that is developed, in whole or in part, using the resulls of such
Icquirc the rc:paym~nt by the licensee, purchaser, or tra11sferee (or the entity if
the cn\ily is using the technology in a manner de~scdbcd in this subparagraph) to the
l)ircctor of an rmHltlnt ((le\ermined \Hider subpo.n\gnph (B)) of the funds made available
lhrO\lgh the grunts or contracts as rcporte(\ by the entity under paragraph (l )(D), if the
Hccn~cc, purchaser, or trMsfcree uses the technology to manufacture 11 phnrmaccutical,
pl1<Hmac~.u~ical compot1nd, or drug: delivery mecl1.1mism (including biologics and
vaccines) that is npJlroved by the Food and Dmg Admhtistration;

rc~<:m·~.h.

"(B) the amount of the funds made available through the grant or oontrnct to be repaid
l.tnrler suhparagraph (A) shnll be determined according to a fee schedule that.
"(i) 1's cstnblished by the Director; and
"(ii) shall (;'murc th~t..
'· (J) the t~mm.mt is based on a percentage of the net sales ofthe phannaceutical,

Jlh:ml.l!t.::cuticnl compound, or drug delivery mechanism (including biologics and
Vftccincs) that is rcfencd \'o In subparagraph (A); ;md
"(II) the aggregllle amount is limited to the aggregate amount of the ftmds made
avnilublc tbnn1gh the grnnts or contracts involved; and
''(C) the amount dcscribod in subparagrnph (B) shall be repaid to the Director, who
shnll deposit any such amount in an account and distribute funds from the account to the
various ofliccs of the National Institutes of Health ror research conducted by the various
(1 Oic~:s, accoL'ding to the scicntiftc n1erit presented by the research projects involved; and
"(4)(A) willl respect to an entity that is required to repay fumb underparagrnph (3), if
iltc net snle~ cC the phllrlnflceuticnl, pham\ilCC\Itical compound, or drug dellvery
mcch;mism (including biologics a.nd vaccines) involved exceed $500,000,000 (or
the incr~ascll cr dccrcnsed amount detennincd under subparagroph (B)) in any calendar
ycnr, the entity sha\1 pay to the Director (as a return on the investment made by the
Director through the grant or contract involved) for
[Pi\g,:: 85751]
guch Yl~:tr nn amount equ<lllo 1 percent of the amount by which such net S<llcs exceed
$500,000,000 (or such incrcnsed or decrease<\ amount) in such year; and
"(B) the S500,000,000 amount refencd to in subparagraph (A) shall be incronscd or
dl.'cr~uscd, for each calendar year that ends after December 31, 2000, by the sarnc
\l()I'Ccntage <ts the perccnla£c by which the Consumer Prlco Index for All Urb:m
Consumers (United Slates cily average), published by the )3urcau of Labor Statistics, for
September of the pt·eceding calendar year has increased or decreased from the Ind=x for
September of2000."
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Appendix 2: Editorial from Scif!nce, June 8, 2001
l>n1~ l'rices~

Don:.~ lei

Real Problem, Wrong Solution

Kennedy

Drug pdci11S k1s be.,lt mt in1portant political isstle, off and on, ever since the Kefauver
hcnrings in111e late 1950s, and it now reappenrs in a stmngc disguise. After several failed
crf(1rts at pnssinr; "rl!a.som~.b\e pricing" legislative amendments, Congress now will be
a.~kcd to consider targe!lng--gucss what?--not the dn1g companies, bul U.S, research
univi!r.~itics. Senator Ron Wydcn (D~OR) has introduced language instructing the
NMic"llllli.Tn~titutcs of Health (NlH) to submit to Congress a plan whereby, if n drug
pt"oduccs half a billion doll11rS or morD in sales and was developed from NlH-suppor\eU.
work in universities, the government should recover some oft11e prof1lS. That would
1mdercut n long-standin_g government policy that encourages technology transfer and has
pH~dliCCd n ricl1 harve~l of innovation.
The conc.em is easy to understand; Drug pricing now threatens to block medical rescue
for s(lmc o fthc world'~ most :~fflicted people. The African AIDS epidemic haa awakened
con~ciC11c~~ :u::ross the dcvelop~:~d world. Some of the promising but costly therapies were
dcvcl•JJlCd. rrom basic research conducted at universities, which own patents on the
di~covcrics nnd have been collectil\g royalties from commercia\ licensees. Angry students
at Yale aud Mitmcsota have been protesting those payments, uml their anguish is
utldc:rstnnd<tble: To have workable but unaffordable theraplos for this disease is difficult
to ;;ccepl. TIHLS, intense political scrutiny has been focused on the universities as well as
the drug companies.
Just a~ hard legal cases cJn make bad law, emerging crises often make bud policies.
Sctwtor Wydcn wanlslo ultack the problem by reaching for the most available handle-~
the universities. His approach rests on persllasive-sonnding logic: NfH has made.
suhstnntlal investments in basic research in universities; that research has led to
succcssf\11 drugs dcvo:lopcd by phannaceutict~l compt~nics; o.nd universities arc receiving
lt1r_ec royalty payments ia return. A!I of lhis is true and renects exactly what was intended
by the lJayh-Dole Amendments in 1980. That Jegis!Mian pcnnittcd universities to
d~::vclop intellectual properly protection for their inventions even when federal funding
~uppmteU. the work, thus encouraging the transfer of inventions to commercial
dm•clopcrs. As nniversity technology licensing offices become more sophisticated at
llcgotbling terms with industry, royalty revenue streams have become large enough to
ullruct political nttenlion, aiUlOUgh they contribute only trivially to a drug's price.

Docs lit at mean that the government shmtld get some of that revenue back? Thai's what
Wyden\ltinks, Leaving NIH some room to be creative, he has offered lwo different
f(!('.o.Hlplllcnl proposals. One would btwe NIH rccciv~:: some fraction of each royalty
slrcam--in offect, garnishing the paymCJ,ts to the university. The other would require that
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univcr~itles return the vnh1e of the grant that led to the product. The agency now must
develop a rt!spo!\$B, due in July 2001, telling Congress what il proposes to do.

NIH nnd its congrcssio1\nl overseers should consider two problems. Ono is prRetieRl: The
~cicn\iflc and ccono111ic history ofinnovatio11 tells us that its trajectory is tortuous and
onl'll obscure. To demonstrate that one particular grant gave ri~e to a discovery that in
tum cnablctltbc development of a specific drug will not be easy. The second is
eco!lOmic: Long before Bayh·Dolt: (indeed, back when Vannevar Bush presided over tho
conversion ofmililary reseurch into the plowshare of basic academic work), It was
Jmdcrstood tl111t !he role of federal fl.mding was to promote discoveries that would ll1en
nllrnct 11te risk capital necessary for subseyuent product development. The public would
then bcJ,clil not only from tl1e products themselves but also from the new employment
nnd tux.: rcvenut: they would generate.
8dbre Congress contemplates such a radical rcforrnulation ofBayh-Dole, it should

conLluct a caref'ul study of tho present rett1ms to the government from past basic research
supvorL The £Licss here is thM such an onalysis will demonstrate !hat the economic

bcnctils Hrc. very large indeed. If that is true, it would be a serious policy error to risk
dimi11i~hing the incentives for technology transfer in order to divert some of the same
incLlmC i11al help$ support further university research. If the eggs really are golden, why
punish tl10 goose? As for the universities, they might think again about whether it's wise
to prc£s ror co!llinucd royalty payments on real "blockbuster" drugs, especially those
serving the: most vulncrnhlc populations. Sometimes it's politically wiser to Jet enough be
cntmgh.
Volume 292, Number 5523, Jssue of8 Jun 2001, p. 1797.
Copyright @ 2001 hy The American Association for the Adv<lncement of Science,
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OROANIZATION

Maria Freire, Ph.D.
Direc\()r
Science & Technology
.Offlce oflntra.mural Ruearch
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive BlVd., Suite 325
-Ro_ckv)ile, MD 26a.5l•3804 ·_

D_~ar.Dr. Preire:. M~~
Thank you for taking the-time to meet with several representatives of

Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) and its companies regarding the report to
Congress on appropriate· return on investment as requested in last year; s'Appropriations
c-onference report. 810 helieves that the National In_stitu\es of.Health and Its Office of
Technilfogy 'rni.nsrer hi~ Yo done a remarkable j ob·.of.achieving their,mi~sion and .·
providing the tax'payer~ fhe' k[hd of return On inve$tn:.ent they -expect ·and -des~r;e. ·,
D~ll!ln&'·with gove.t'lirilent a·gencies can be frustrating, but:. We find that for all the
requireme11ts faced'by th'e pfflce'ofT'echnolog)' 'transfer (OTT), you,and'your .a-gen.cy
are extremely adept-and coinpet~nt in licensing technologies and negotiatins.CRADAs
with O\lf companl c11. \Vhile spe~ding up the process would provide incentives to our
industry to do mer<~. we reCognl~e the larger public interest you must c_onsider. OTT's
serious and energetic' approaCh to licensing has been successful in achieving lls ultimate
missio11 of Improving publlc health.

. · ·rhls leadS .us dit'ecuy:lo·pol~t-:~ne: N,IH is' a governrrle1'Jt agen~y·, not a- 'Qusiness. ·

Its nliaMiords to s~rVe the bro'adcr pub"l·ic good, not cqnduct.r.eseor'c}l. for' profit.. : The. fact
that :·~u ·lic!:nsc '.technO'J~gi_ednd negotiate· CRAD~s as an e'qual partner tO ind.ustry is a
tribute to )'our'abilities, experience i>nd commitment to protecting the public ir.tere!t.

If monetary income is not the purpose of NIH and your office, then an appropriate
return on investment needs to be measured- in panmeters other than dollars returned to
NIH. F'irst and foremost, the basic Science perfonned and supported b)' NIH leada to
greater scientific knowledge thrcughout the world. This, .in tum, loads to additional
research, both NIH.. sponsored.ar,d priv~te. This research yields lifesa_ving . theriipeutics
and diagno5tlc's .:..-an uil.e~uivc'ce:l ·a~propriate-retum' on 'investment..
· ·
..' .A.i~>)\her ,cle~r·.r.eiurri·cii'lnvostmont -i's· \h~t ·tho~acl~_ntiliMralning· ,provided by the
"!'llH tet1ds to tho'develo'pmrint of the best-Scior.ti"sts in -the world.· .The Uoited States !s the
· \~ll K STRUT, N.W,, SUITO I \00 .
WASHINQ1'0N. 0 .C, 2~~06: \66l

''. 201.•1li·O~~~
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cradle of scientific research. NIH scientists·and scientists who have had the benefit of
Nlli funding for research play a pari in driving the economy,
According to the 1999 Ernst and YoUng report, the biotech indUstry employed
162,001) people and paid nearly SI 0 billion in !axes, including income, corporate and
other federal, state and local taxes. This thi1ving segment of our modern economy .
provides a myriad llfteturns to the taxpayers ,for their generous and fonvard thinkinl!·
investment in basic medical research,
. . The biotechnology industr;.• continues. to lese $5..1. billion pei >·ear. Qfnearl;r
companies·,· OJl]ji ·!: 5 currtJ)tlY·haVe PrOti'ta'ble"biO!<JISiC~ ~m t·he:,·rti:dtket.: Wo; it:liiiti·fil:l:(:..·
to be. a high-risk long-tenn investment. NlH and university licensed research is st!ll
·
"early stas."e" research with no guarantee ofsucc'ess. As a.result, companies c"oin ri6k only_
limited investments in licensed sd ence and technologies. If fees or royalty requirements
Increase, companies must demand greater returns, given the risk.
1 ,''SOCi·

Sot:te coinpanies look to license research tools rather than technologies that could
lead directly to FDA-approved presc,n'ption biologics. These tl)9!& can prdvide a method
or a portion of the process for discOVering or pi-educing a thel"a!)y, but are not a part· of the
treatment itself. They are not guaranteed to be successful. Thus, many of NIH's
licensable technologies cannot be expected to result in sizable monetary returns, NIH hllll
established a policy that research tools should be m~>de as widely available as possible so
that.as many researchers as possible can take advantage of the NIH investment, NIH hils
made the detennination, consistent with its mission, that a public health benefit will be
derived from wide distribulion of its research tools,
Licensing fees for these tools, or for "any technology, does provide NIH with a
direct nton•~tary return on its investment. The negotiations for these licensing agreements
ensure an t1ppropriate return because your office does not sign an agreement without
approprial1~ licensing and ·royalty claus~s. Likewise, if the licensing and toya\ty
··, reJ:J.tliren~_eilts·.w~r.e tOO·har.'s.h:; c.omr.!lni.eS. would walk away from ~he deal, The fact that
·roU are licensing technology iihd hegotiating a substantial number ofCRA.J::iAa shows
you are able to balance a monetary retum to NIH with the public need to transfer the
technology for applied reSearch in order to aehieve the ultimate goal of improved
treatments and public hea.lth,.
SJ'milarly, the public good is sen·ed through the licensing accomplished by
universities, Bayh/Dole agreements have been very successful at transferring the NIH·
supported research to the private sect·or for applied r.esearch. These agreements, like the
CRAPAs, nre hiah-risk inv~stments for private companies and often do not pan out.
Several universities have done well with the royalties paid by companies that have had
success,: This has provided the incentive for greater activity in attempting to forge such
agrecm..'.TltS, Not only is the science developed fur1her, .which may lead· to new produo;its,

Mad a Freire, Ph.D.
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agreemellts. Not only is the sci¢nce dev'elop~d·furthi:r! whi.ch ina~ lead to new products,
but a portion of the fees and royalties paid to universities gets turned back into addHlonal
researC".h, giving a double "bang" for the appropriated "buck." ·
Companies paid $390 million in ro;•al)ies and $725 million in license fees to U.S,
universities on nearly 7,500 licenses/options in 1998 (according to AUTM FY 98 Survey
Summary). The NIH received SS2 million in royalties in 1999. Our_ companies believe
that these payments provide a rate of return to the government .comparable to the rate of
return on technology transferred between and among co·mpanies. _
·
There is no standard "royalty'.' liui'J.t. i.!lto technolngY., Rayh/Dole or CRADA
licenses. ThC science licensed is often at different stages ... The earliei- th¢ stage the
greater the risk to the cempa."ly, and therefore the lower the royalty. No one can predict
which idea will h~ad to a blockbuster drug. There is no clause stipulating that if the
licensf: leads to felilure the private sector will receive a refund. This is the Msk of the
marketplace. In fact, of all CRADAs, only one has Jed to a product with greater lhlln
$500 mill!on in sales per year. This one dn:i had many unique factors in leading up to
the CRADA and development, including some clinical trials done by NIH. Yet even
here, ther1~ continued to be a risk of failure as the company pursued additional clinical
trials.
For one drug to be approved by the FDA, a company typically needs to screen
betwelln S,OOO and 10,000 compounds. Of those, ·an average 250 lead to pre-clinical
testing. Only about S of these make it to clinical testing, and with 80% passing Phase I,
another JO% pass Phase Il and then another 80% Pass Phase'III clinical testing. Each
stage of research nnd development is high risk and has even higher costs. Even if
companie11 could license potential compounds that had completed Phue II clinical trials,
there would conthlue to be substantial risk offailure. Additionally, Phase III clinical

trials are aasociated with the highest costs.
Negotiating licenses and royalties is a part ofestablishi"ng a buainess relationship
an'd n~gotiatlr1g a bUsiness tran~ilctio"n·. 1'he govenummt ~bciuld not-"OstabH~h pi·c-·sct 
royalty feM. If such fee schedules are established, and companies find them burdensome,
it will only drive away companies from transferring the technology generated by NIH
grants, thereby reducing the rate of return to the general public on the NIH research.
Establishing a foyalty for a blockbuster drug is quesiionable, too, becau!e
"blockbuster" status is so rare. Should the percent go up or down? With university
agreemenllj it varie-s. Should a percentage be set aside for indigent care instead? MOst
univ.erslties and al! companies with FDA·approvrid products "already provide for thb.
Setting aside a portion of the blockbuster drug for this purpose could offset the "out-of·
pocket" expenses already being set aside for indigent care,

Maria Freire, Ph.D.
June 11,2.001
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In summary, entitles that obtain Iicen~es to further develop lechnology initially
supported by NIH currently pay licensing fees to initiate such research and often pay
royalties on sales when and if the entities obtain FDA ri.pproval. Additional remuneration
comes to the federal govemme'nt via taxable income on sales of such products. More
importantly, the public and taxpayers see the best return .on investment through improved
patient care obtained through advances in drug and biologic development. Long-tenn
effects of breakthroughs in drug and biologJc.cle'velopment also improve the quality of
life and enable individuals to rr.aintain participation in the labor force, thereby
contributing to Federal and state tax revenues.
We understand why Congress has inquired· about an appropriate return on
investment in NIH. AU taxpayers, individUal and corporate, want to know that their tax
dollars are being spent wisely and achieving the public good for which the;- were
collected. In fact, this issue can be raised'about all of the research and deve!oprr.ent done
or supporttd by government, whether it be the airline lridustry, the high-tech internet or
communiclltiona indusiries, or NASA and the aerospace industry.
'

'

-

.

.

Finally, we refer you to the-!vhy2060.report from the Office of the Chairman of..
the Joint Economic Committee entitled, "The Ben'efits of Medical Re~earch and the Role
of NIH." The·Executive Summary stales, "Pub.licly fundod research in general generates
high rates of return to· the economy, averaging 25 to 40 percent a year." This
Congressional report clearly defines the purpose of NIH and its valuable return on
investment. NIH needs to be evaluated as a whole, not just by the results of the OTT and
not on :my single divis1'on or depariment, In shorl, Congress h.is answered its own
question; the taxpayer receives an appropriate return.
We believe that the investment in NIH ~nd scientific research has' achieved every
goal C0ngr~ss could have desired, Our Industry has been spurred by that investment and
we are proud to give back so much in potential public health outcomes as well ·as what
we return to the economy in general.
Sincerely,

~-·
Carl B. Feldbaum
President
Biotechnology Industry Organization
CBF:mbl
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July 3, 2001

Maria Freire, Ph.D.
Director
Science & Technology
Office of Intramural Research
National institutes of Health
6011 Executive Boulevard, Suite 325
Rockville, Maryland 20852-3804
Dear Dr. Freire:
The history of biomedical science In the Twentieth Century is one of
remarkable accomplishments and advances In the treatment of many diseases
and conditions. A major role In these developments has been the collaborations
between NIH Intramural researchers and their colleagues in the Innovative
pharmaceutical companies of America. The Congress and Administrations of
both political parties have consistently encouraged these collaborations.
Virtually all policy makers In the past two decades have recognized the
fundamental truth that the maximum benefit to the American people is the
creation of increased scientific knowledge and Its rapid dissemination through
commercial products developed by the private sector.
We appreciate the singular contributions to the public health and welfare
made by you and your colleagues at the Department of Health and Human
Services and the National Institutes of Health. The partnership between our
industry and the NIH has well served the interests of the American people.
Recently, some concern has been expressed about whether the Federal
government is obtaining optimal benefits from technology transfer with respect
to certain pharmaceutical products. This letter will attempt to respond to that
concern by analyzing It in its discrete elements.
There are two different types of research undertaken using NIH funding;
intramural and extramural. With respect to the research undertaken at the NIH by
NIH researchers, the record Is clear and unequivocal. The NIH leads the Federal
government- and indeed the world- in the commercialization of Its research
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product. Your office has consistently negotiated With the private sector to
advance the interests of patients. You have sought to secure licensing terms that
are comparable to commercial arrangements when such arrangements are
appropriate. You have also sought to advance both scientific knowledge and
patient benefits when non-exclusive licenses are appropriate in platform
technologies.

With respect to the extramural research funded by the NIH, that work is
generally designed to advance the level of understanding of basic scientific
questions. According to one ma}or university system, these grants rarely
produce patentable and licensable technologies. It is not common for these
licenses to produce substantial royalty or other income. Thus, as tempting as it
might appear to seek return of a portion of the NIH funds, such a proposal would
likely be extremely difficult to implement and could ultimately cause significant
harm to universities and their research programs.
Current practice of technology transfer between universities and the
private sector has worked remarkably well. It has helped to create dramatic new
industries in the life sciences including biotechnology, genomics, and
bioinformatics. These technology transfers have played a central role in
stimulating the growth of economic clusters in Silicon Valley, the Route 128
corridor, Houston, Texas, and Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. Imposing
new hurdles to this klnd of technology transfer will likely stifle those
developments.
We respectfully suggest two meaSures that could increase the
transparency of licensing arrangements. First, we suggest that the NIH provide
some additional data in the annual report to the Congress and the public in order
to outline the success you have had in securing positive results in technology
transfer. Specifically, this report could detall the manner In which you negotiate
and obtain licenses on commercially viable terms. In addition, the report could
focus on the criteria you apply in determining when and whether to seek an
exclusive or nonexclusive license. Finally, the report could provide a
comprehensive assessment of the public health and socio-economic benefits of
technology transfer.
Second, with respect to extramural research, we recognize that there is a
need to have the grantees comply with the terms of the Bayh Dole Act of 1980
and to utilize the funds that they receive for scientific and educational purposes.
The reports you have received from the academic community indicate the
richness and variation of uses of royalty or licensing Income for public health
purposes. One Impediment to meaningful evaluation of this process, however, is
the lack of comprehensive data. Much of the Information about the licensing
practices of universities is not immediately transparent, nor are the uses of the
funds derived from royalties or licensing as clear as possible. There are two
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steps that could improve this situation. The NIH Director could convene a

conference of affected parties that would permit compilation of a better set of
data on these issues. Such a conference could also permit universities to learn
from each other the best practices in place at sister Institutions. In addition, we
recommend that the pending Institute of Medicine Study of the Future of
Academic Health Centers be asked to look at the role of technology transfer as
part of Its mandate.

In sum, we appreciate the partnership we have enjoyed with the NIH and Its
grantees. We believe that this partnership has produced tremendous public
health benefits. We stand ready and willing to work with you and your colleagues
to further advance the interests of patients and economic development by
improving the technology transfer process.

Sincerely,

$A., ;I,-~
Alan F. Holmer

